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Abstract

T he Measurement and Control Group at the Eindhoven University of Technology received
a DSP-PC system from the Delft University of Technology in February 1995. Digital Signal
Processors (DSP 's) have fast parallel processing capabilities and are very suitable for real
time purposes. Hence the Measurement and Control Group wants to measure and control
processes in real time by using the DSP-PC system.

Therefore, the design objective is to develop and realize a real-time environment on the system
in order to easily measure and control processes in real time. More specifically, an environment
must be designed and realized on the DSP-PC system so that the user can implement his
algorithm on the system without knowing the hardware configuration. This means that the
user is not interested in how data acquisition is done or how data is logged to the hard disk.

In this report the design and realization of the real-time environment on the DSP-PC system
is desribed. A small literature study is done on aspects and problems involving real-time
systems. The Ward & Mellor method, a structured development method for real-time systems,
is used for software design. The software design is implemented on the system by using the
C language. A simple PID controller is implemented to show the usage of the real-time
environment.

From literature study it is clear that a distinction must be made between foreground tasks and
background tasks. Foreground tasks must be executed within a short time of the occurence
of the interrupt, while background tasks should run when no interrupts are being processed.
Therefore, background tasks have been implemented on the PC and foreground tasks have
been implemented on the DSP.

Because tasks with hard time constraints have been implemented on the DSP, the environment
is a hard real-time environment. However, tasks with soft time constraints (except hard disk
logging) have been implemented on the PC and in that case the environment is a soft real-time
environment.

The Ward & Mellor method appears to be suitable for software design of real-time systems.
The transformation schemes that are produced by the method have been implemented on the
DSP and the PC. In this way, a real-time environment has been implemented which is capable
of logging data to the hard disk, displaying data and signals on screen, setting parameters
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and enabling a debug mode.

A PID algorithm is implemented on the DSP to show the usage of the real-time environment.
If no data is read from the input channels or written to the output channels this algorithm
can be performed in 10.6 J.Lsec. If data is read from the input channels and written to the
output channels the performing of the algorithm takes 12.5 J.Lsec (i.e. real time).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nowadays, Digital Signal Processors (DSP's) are very popular and they can be found
in many application areas. With their special architecture and instruction set, these de
vices can execute millions of instructions per second. Therefore, DSP's are very suitable for
extremely fast processing of large volumes of data.

Real-time systems are closely related to DSP's. Real-time systems are systems that must
produce correct responses within a definite time limit. Should computer responses exceed
these time bounds then performance degradation and/or malfunction results. The need for
and the advantages of real-time systems are more often recognized by engineers. Both DSP's
and real-time systems are used in applications where speed of execution is very important.
Hence they form the perfect combination.

The Measurement and Control Group of the Department of Electrical Engineering at the
Eindhoven University of Technology has become aware of the advantages of real-time sys
tems and DSP's. In February 1995, the Measurement and Control Group received a DSP-PC
system from the Delft University of Technology. There, this system was used for the imple
mentation of real-time state and parameter estimation of an asynchronous machine. The aim
of the Measurement and Control Group is to use the system for measuring and controlling
signals in real time.

The user is often not interested in the hardware configuration of a computer control system.
He just wants to know how to implement his algorithm on the system without worrying about
the technical details. Hence the general design objective is formulated as:

Design and realize a real-time environment on the DSP-PC system in order to
measure and control signals in real time. The environment must be as flexible as
possible, which means that every arbitrary algorithm should be implemented on
the system without knowing the technical details.

The real-time environment must be capable of logging data to the hard disk, displaying data
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and signals on the screen and setting parameters. Furthermore, a simple debug facility must
be implemented to walk through the algorithm step by step, i.e. each time a key is pressed
the algorithm must be performed once. The environment must be implemented using the C
language.

The design and implementation ofthe real-time environment is presented in this report. Some
knowledge of real-time systems is necessary to successfully perform the objective. Therefore,
this report begins with an outline of the results of a small literature study on aspects and
problems involving real-time systems. In chapter 3 the DSP-PC hardware configuration
is described in broad outlines. The Ward & Mellor method is used for software design.
This method is a structured development method for real-time systems and is explained in
chapter 4. In chapter 5 is described how the Ward & Mellor method is applied on the real
time environment. Chapter 6 covers the whole implementation of the real-time environment.
Here, the Ward & Mellor transformations are implemented. Additionally, the results of eight
measurements are given to get an impression of the system's performance. The C language
is used for the implementation.

Because the user needs to know how to implement his algorithm on the system a simple
PID controller is implemented to illustrate the usage of the real-time environment. This
is described in chapter 7. Finally, in chapter 8 some conclusions and recommendations for
further work are given.



Chapter 2

Aspects of real-time systems

S orne knowledge of both hardware and software design and construction of real-time con
trol systems is needed to design a real-time environment on the DSP-PC system. Therefore,
this chapter describes the results of a small literature study on real-time systems. Most
techniques and problems listed in this chapter concern large real-time systems and they are
only mentioned to get an impression of what real-time systems are about. When some kind
of technique for the implementation of the real-time environment is used, this is explicitly
indicated.

2.1 Definition of a real-time system

Several definitions of real-time systems are found in literature. Some definitions are hard to
understand, while others are easy to interpret. However, concerning the content all definitions
are identical.

Most computer control systems are those which must response within a specified time, because
otherwise loss of control and possibly loss of many lives will be dealt with (e.g. aircraft engine
control systems). For this kind of systems [Coo 91] offers the following clear definition:

"Real-time systems are those which must produce correct responses within a def
inite time limit. Should computer responses exceed these time bounds then per
formance degradation and/or malfunction results."
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A generalized picture of a computer control system is shown in figure 2.1 [Ben 94]. The input
devices plus the input software gather the information needed to create an input image of
the plant. The input image is a snapshot of the status of the plant and this snapshot is
renewed at specified intervals. Where the external information is in analog form, the process
of obtaining the snapshot will involve digitization (AID conversion) as well as sampling.

Computer
system

Controller
tasks

/ ~
./ .......

I ~nput I Internal image
19utput I

tmage of plant tmage
/' "-- ----------y-----------------------------------------------'\:.-.-------

I Input I I Output I
tasks tasks

'switch' 'switch
........... (~

Simulation
model

Input
devices Interface

Plant
(external world)

Output
devices

Figure 2.1: Generalized computer control system.

The output image represents the current set of outputs generated by the control calculations.
The output image will be updated periodically by the control tasks. It is the job of the output
tasks to transfer data contained in the output image to the plant (DIA conversion). Thus the
control software can be considered as operating on an input image (or model) of the plant to
produce the output image.

The blocks between the dashed lines form the interface [KKZ 88]. It consists of all points
of influence in either direction and bounds the scope of responsibility of the system. What
is and what is not part of the interface depends on relationships that have to be maintained
by the system. The interface is all the environment "sees" of the system and vice versa.
The characteristics of the interface depend strongly on the environment. The elements of the
interface consist of state variables or of events. On the one hand there are events generated
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by the environment and state variables manipulated by the environment, while on the other
hand there are events produced by the system and state variables set by the system.

Furthermore, in a control system a mechanism for debugging must be present. Thus there
must be a kind of switch for switching between the external world and the simulation model.
This is depicted in figure 2.1.

The simulation model has two modes of debugging:

• code debugging

• "cold practising"

Through code debugging the source code of programs is debugged, while through "cold prac
tising" the model is simulated. However, debugging of real-time programs is a difficult prob
lem, because the computer and the real world to which it is relating are operating asyn
chronously [AT 90]. This means that it is often not possible to duplicate the situations that
are causing problems. This is in distinct contrast to debugging a computational program.
In a computational program all the action takes place in the computer, which is a strictly
sequential machine and therefore will always duplicate its action exactly. Before entering the
real-time phase of operation the computational part of the program has to be correct. The
computational part can be checked by operating the program with another program that
simulates the real-time part of the system.

The heart of the computer control system is formed by the Controller tasks block. This block
must take care of all tasks that are performed in the system. The objective of the project
is to design a real-time environment on a DSP-PC system in order to provide the user to
implement his algorithm on the system. The user is not interested in how data acquisition is
done or how and where variables are stored in memory. Hence the objective of the project is
satisfied by designing the Controller tasks block.

As can be seen in figure 2.1, software tasks are divided into three major areas:

• plant input tasks

• plant output tasks

• control tasks

This means that the communication with the operator is treated as part of the plant input
and plant output tasks. However, in many applications communication will extend beyond
simple indicators and switches. Plant engineers, plant managers and machine operators,
for example, will require detailed information on all aspects of the operation of the plant.
Therefore, the model depicted in figure 2.1 must be enlarged. This leads to model 2.2.
The tasks (i.e. plant input, control, plant output and communication) may be carried out
sequentially, concurrently (more than one processor perform various operations at the same
time) or pseudo-concurrently (a single processor performs full parallel operation). The plant
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Figure 2.2: Computer control system showing communication tasks.
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input, plant output and communication tasks shown in figure 2.2 have one feature in common:
they are connected by physical devices to processes which are external to the computer. These
external processes all operate in their own time-scales and the computer is said to operate
in real time if actions carried out in the computer relate to the time-scales of the external
processes. When the external processes and the internal actions are synchronized, a real-time
system can be divided into three categories: clock-based systems, event-based systems and
interactive systems.

2.2.1 Clock-based systems

A process plant operates in real time and has plant time constants. For feedback control the
required sampling rate will be dependent on the time constant of the process to be controlled.
The shorter the time constant of the process, the faster the required sampling rate. Hence the
computer, which is used to control the plant, must be synchronized to real time. Furthermore,
the computer must be able to carry out all the required operations (measurement, control
and actuation) within each sampling interval.

The completion of the operations within the specified time is dependent on the number
of operations to be performed and the speed of the computer. Synchronization is usually
obtained by adding a clock (a "real-time" clock) to the computer. A signal from this clock
can be used to interrupt the operations of the computer at some predetermined fixed time
intervals.

Clock-based tasks are typically referred to as cyclic or periodic tasks where the terms can
imply either that the task is to run once per time period T or is to run at exactly T unit
intervals. A different name for clock-based is state-processing [KKZ 88]. State variables form
one of the two elements of the interface and they can be continuous or discrete. Essential is,
that a state variable is persistently present. Throughout its existence a state variable has a
value, representing the state, which changes with the progression of time. Some variables get
their values from processes operating in the environment, while other variables are set by the
system.

The discrete perception of a state variable leads to a series of samples. In order to give a
faithful picture of the environment, the samples must be taken sufficiently often, otherwise
aliasing may occur. The DSP-PC system, for example, is a clock-based system.

2.2.2 Event-based systems

There are many systems where actions have to be performed not at particular times or time
intervals, but in response to some event like the closure of a switch. Such systems are the so
called event-based systems. They normally use interrupts to inform the computer that action
is required. Some small, simple systems may use polling. Polling means that the computer
periodically asks (polls) the various sensors to see if action is required.

A different name for event-based is event-processing. Events form one of the two elements of
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the interface. If the difference between sequentially ordered events is insufficient, the system
may see one event instead of two or may not recognize the actual ordering of events in
time. This leads to non-determinacy with respect to events that occur close to one another.
Therefore, event-based tasks are frequently referred to as aperiodic tasks.

2.2.3 Interactive systems

Interactive systems probably represents the largest class of real-time systems. The real time
requirement is usually expressed in terms of the average response time not exceeding a speci
fied value. Although this type of system seems similar to the event-based system, it is different
in that it responds at a time determined by the internal state of the computer. All interactive
programs are driven by external events: the distinction which has to be made is that in a
real-time program the external event, although limited to a certain class, cannot be predicted
from the current state of the program.

2.3 The role of time in real-time systems

To clarify the definition according to [Coo 91] (see section 2.1), real-time systems can be
characterized by the following requirements [HH 91]:

• timeliness

• simultaneousness

• predictability

• dependability

Figure 2.3 gives an overview of the requirements of a real-time system. The following sections
describe the various requirements.

2.3.1 Timeliness

Two requirements on the timing of system behaviour specific to real-time systems can be
distinguished:

• Relative time. If an action has to occur within a given interval of time relative to the
occurence of an event, this is specified by giving a maximum duration between action
and event.

• Absolute time. If an action has to occur at fixed points in time, the time intervals
at which some action has to take place are specified with accuracy relative to a chosen
distance between two points in time (the width of a time interval).
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In connection with the timeliness requirement real-time systems are divided into two cate
gories: hard and soft real-time systems. In a soft real-time environment there are only soft
deadlines and if a deadline is exceeded the result can still be used, but its value for the system
as a whole is less (e.g. position information in a navigation system). So soft real-time systems
are systems for which an occasional failure to meet a deadline does not cover the correctness
of the system.

requirements Real-time requirements
system

requirements requirements

Timeliness Simultaneousness Predictability Dependability

H Relative time I ICorrectness r--
Y Absolute time I IRobustness ~

IReadiness

Figure 2.3: Requirements of real-time systems.

In a hard real-time environment violation of a deadline may yield useless results in the ideal
situation, but it can result in disruption of a control process or even a catastrophe at worst.
Thus hard real-time systems are systems that must satisfy the deadlines on each and every
occaSIOn.

Tasks that are running on the DSP all have hard time constraints and therefore the real-time
environment is a hard real-time environment. However, tasks that are running on the PC
(except the functions for hard disk logging) all have soft time constraints and in that case the
real-time environment is a soft real-time environment.

2.3.2 Simultaneousness

A system may receive inputs from two or more independent sources and has to respond to
each of them within given time limits. Because durations between different event-response
pairs may overlap in time, simultaneous processing must be applied to satisfy this require
ment. This can be achieved by true parallelism (more processors) or by pseudo-parallelism
(multiprogramming).
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The actual behaviour of a system has to be within limits that can be derived from the
specification. The output of the system must be fully predictable with respect to the input
from the environment. Non-deterministic choice of resources is undesirable, as it may lead to
unpredictable waiting times and resource allocations. Also performance enhancing features
like virtual memory or caches introduce some degree of unpredictability, so they must be
avoided.

2.3.4 Dependability

Dependability can be detailed by several more specific requirements:

• Correctness. It is the requirement that the functional behaviour of a system satisfies
the specification. For real-time systems there is a strong relationship between correct
ness and performance: it may be as incorrect for a real-time program to produce the
wrong result as to produce the right result at the wrong time.
Performance studies are concerned with issues such as the time for execution of a pro
gram in a particular implementation, the effect on the execution time of the availability
of computing resources, etc. [JG 89]. Performance studies take into account implemen
tation details such as the number of processors in the machine and the structure and
bandwidth of its communication network. Program verification systems, on the other
hand, usually abstract away from implementation considerations and concentrate on
program structure.

• Robustness. It is the requirement that the system remains in a predictable state even
if the environment does not correspond to the specification (e.g. inputs are not within
a given range) or when a part of the system (a peripheral device) fails.

• Readiness. Non-terminating processes provide for an on-going interaction with the
environment. Termination of these processes, for instance as a result of failure, cannot
be tolerated. Thus readiness is a requirement for real-time systems.

2.4 Foreground/background modules

There are obvious advantages (less module interaction, less tight time constraints) if the
modules with hard time constraints can be separated from and handled independently of the
modules with soft time constraints or no time constraints [Ben 94]. The modules with hard
time constraints, i.e. those which are the most closely coupled to the external processes, are
performed in the so called foreground and the modules with soft constraints (or no constraints)
are performed in the background. The foreground modules (tasks) have a higher priority than
the background tasks and some mechanism must be provided to enable a foreground task to
interrupt a background task. The foreground task should be written as an interrupt routine
and the background task as a standard program.
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Interrupt
handler

The flowcharts of a foreground/background approach are given in figure 2.4 and figure 2.5
respectively.

Interrupt
L...- --'

Figure 2.4: Foreground approach.

Foreground tasks are executed in direct response to hardware interrupts [AT 90]. They are
typically very short so that they will not interfere with other foreground tasks. Most fore
ground tasks are time critical, Le. they must be executed within a short time of the occurence
of the interrupt to avoid loss of data or other malfunctions. Thus each time a foreground task
must be performed, it should be checked if there is time left for control. If there is not, an
error must be produced. Remark: "RTI" stands for ReTurn from Interrupt. However, in the
case of the DSP-PC system no check is done if there is time left to perform the algorithm, be
cause it is assumed that the DSP is fast enough to perform the algorithm. In the most critical
cases, a foreground task with all other interrupts disabled should be run to assure that it will
be completed in time. Foreground tasks are responsible for managing the input and output
data streams, doing whatever buffering and processing is necessary. As such, they represent
a set of parallel processes. Each one of them can be implemented in a separate processor or
each one of them can be implemented in the same processor and use the interrupt hardware
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for scheduling their operation.
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Background tasks run when no interrupts are being processed. When an interrupt occurs,
whatever background task is in progress, is suspended while the interrupt is processed and is
resumed when the foreground task finishes.

Display
update

Operator
input

AfanagementH-- ~

information

Figure 2.5: Background approach.

Other than the loss of time, the background task is not affected by the operation of the
foreground. Communication between the foreground and background takes place through
data buffers and flag variables to signal conditions that initiate or terminate activities. The
Display update module in figure 2.5 can be divided into three modules: display messages,
display selected settings and display process values. The Operator input module consists of
setting and selecting parameters for analog output, setting of the sample frequency and set
ting of offset and scaling of the input signals. Finally, the Management information provides
information on parameters that are typical for some kind of process, e.g. the average de
manded temperature of an hot-air blower. These modules and there condition flags are used
for the implementation of the real-time environment and are described more detailed later in
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this report. However, in the real-time environment it is not checked if there is time left for
display.

Although the foreground/background approach separates the control structure of the fore
ground and background modules, the modules are still linked through the data structure as
shown in figure 2.6.

Hard time
constraint
(c)t:lic)

Hard time
constraint
(c)t:lic)

Clock

Control

1
Data

storage

Foreground

Display

Soft time
constraint
c)t:lic ____

L...- --l

I

Soft time
constraint

event
Operator

~ input
~'--__---l

Background

Soft time
constraint A1anagement~ ---l

event! information
c)t:lic

Figure 2.6: Software modules for a foreground/background system.
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The linkage occurs because they share data variables. In a single program there is no difficulty
in controlling access to the shared variables since only one module (task) is active at anyone
time, whereas in the foreground/background system tasks may be used in parallel, Le. one
foreground module and one background module may be active at the same time. The variables
between the control, display and operator input modules can be shared without any difficulty,
since only one module writes to any given variable. The operator input module writes the
controller parameters and setpoint variables, the clock module writes to the date and time
variables and the control module writes to the plant data variables. There is, however, one
precaution which must be taken: the input from the operator must be buffered and only
transferred to the shared storage when it has been verified.

To understand the reasons for buffering, consider what would happen if, when a new value is
entered, it is stored directly in the shared data areas. Suppose a controller is operating with
controller parameters PI = 10, P2 = 5 and P3 = 6 and it is decided that the new values of
the control parameters should be PI = 20, P2 = 3 and P3 = 0.5. As soon as the new value of
PI is entered the controller begins to operate with PI = 20, P2 = 5 and P3 = 6, Le. neither
with the old nor with the new values.

2.5 Synchronization in real-time systems

A concurrent real-time program usually has a number of cyclic (periodic) and sporadic (de
mand based) processes (see sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2): the cyclic processes need to be executed
at regular intervals and the sporadic processes on demand, but with some minimum time
between successive demands [JG 89]. Without much loss of generality, all the processes can
be considered to be cyclic if the sporadic processes are treated as requiring repeated execu
tion with the specified minimum interval between executions. Let a program have n such
processes, each process Pi making a request for Ci units of processor time every Ti time units.
In a hard real-time system, a valid schedule must guarantee that, for some implementation,
each process receives its processing requirement Ci within the interval Ti • An implementation
in which this is achieved is called feasible. The repetition time Ti of process Pi is determined
by the frequency with which some external process sends its events, while the computation
time Ci depends on the time taken to complete the processing requirement for the process,
Le. on the speed of the processor.

If a real-time program consists of processes that interact closely with each other, decisions
about their scheduling will be constrained by the needs of synchronization, for example,
because processes that send messages must be executed before processes that receive the
messages. If a process can undertake one of several actions and the choice between them is
non-deterministic, scheduling the processes is considerably more difficult.

2.5.1 Scheduling foreground/background tasks

The parallelism that is obtained from foreground/background tasking results in the need
for a separation of concerns [FP 88]. The need to share computing and data resources and
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perform simultaneously a variety of loosely related tasks while meeting real-time deadlines
often results in code in which conceptually different functions are interweaved. Therefore, the
various tasks needs to be synchronized. A mechanism that can be used for synchronization
between the foreground tasks and the background tasks is the scheduler.

The scheduler is the bridge between the foreground and background world. Its purpose is to
control the operation of the background, but it can run as part of either the background or
the foreground. It runs in response to any event that requires that a decision is made about
which background tasks should be running.

When a function or task is running in the background, it can be interrupted by an external
interrupt which will cause a foreground task to run. When the foreground task finishes
its work the background function will continue from where it left off. However, once that
background function begins, no other background function can run until it is done. If the
scheduler is part of the background then it cannot run until the current background task is
done. Each background task is running as a function called by the scheduler, so when it is
done it returns to the scheduler. At that time the scheduler checks its task queue to see if
any other tasks are ready to run. If any are, it will run the first one on the queue after setting
the timer. If no tasks are ready, it can stay in a test loop, checking the time, until a task is
ready to run.

The primary advantage to background scheduling is that it is easy to program and requires
minimal interaction with the computer hardware. There are, however, several limitations
that must be taken into account if it is to be used successfully. These mostly come from the
property that once a background task is started, no other background task can be run unti~ it
finishes. The first consequence of this is that all of the background tasks must have the same
priority. A task with a high priority would imply that, when its run time came up, it would
be able to interrupt the execution of any lower priority task that were currently running.
With background scheduling, if a low-priority task were to start just before the time for a
high-priority task, the high-priority task would have to wait for the low-priority task to finish
before it could start.

2.5.2 Problems concerning synchronization

In most real-time programs, processes are not independent and schedules must take account of
interprocess synchronization and communication and the need for resource allocation. What
is needed here is mutual exclusion between processes.

A multi-tasking operating system is able to share resources between several concurrently
active tasks. However, this does not imply the resources can be used simultaneously. The use
of some resources is restricted to only one task at a time. This restriction must be made for
resources such as input and output devices, otherwise there is a danger that input intended
for one task could get corrupted by input for another task. Once a task has access to a
device driver, all other'tasks are excluded until the task that has access relinquishes it. This
is known as mutual exclusion.
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The need for mutual exclusion can be satisfied by using several methods:
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• Semaphores. The binary semaphore is a condition flag which records whether or not a
resource is available. If, for a binary semaphore s , s = 1, then the resource is available
and the task may proceed. If, however, s = 0, then the resource is unavailable and
the task must wait. To avoid the processor wasting time while a task is waiting for a
resource to become available, a queue is associated with each semaphore. This queue
is used for suspending the running of a task when the processor is waiting and for
recording that the task is waiting for a particular semaphore.

• Monitors. A monitor is a set of procedures that provide access to data or to a device.
The procedures are combined inside a module that has the special property that only
one task at a time can be actively executing a monitor procedure. It can be thought
of as providing some kind of "fence" around critical data. The operations that can be
performed on the data are moved inside the fence as well as the data itself. The user
task thus communicates with the monitor rather than directly with the resource.

Another problem which can arise when using multi-tasking is known as deadlock [Lis 79].
Suppose task A has acquired exclusive use of resource X and now requests resource Y, but
between A acquiring X and requesting Y, task B has obtained exclusive use of Y and has
requested use of X. Neither task can proceed since A is holding X and waiting for Y and B
is holding Y and waiting for X. The system is said to be deadlocked. Figure 2.7 shows an
example of a state graph in which the nodes are resources and an arc between nodes A and
B implies that there exists a process which holds resource A and is requesting resource B . .In
figure 2.7 resources A, Band D are involved in deadlock. These resources cause the deadlock
situation and as a result resource C is also in deadlock.

Figure 2.7: Example state graph.
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In general the necessary and sufficient conditions for deadlock are as follows:

1. The resources involved are unshareable.

2. Processes hold the resources they have already been allocated while waiting for new
ones.

3. Resources cannot be pre-empted while being used.

4. A circular chain of processes exists such that each process holds resources which are
currently being requested by the next process in the chain.

The problem of deadlock can be solved by adopting one of the following strategies:

1. Prevent deadlock by ensuring at all times that at least one of the four conditions above
does not hold.

2. Detect deadlock when it occurs and then try to recover.

3. Avoid deadlock by suitable anticipatory action.

A third problem which can arise while synchronizating processes is known as code sharing.
Suppose two tasks use the sub-routine S. If task A is using the sub-routine, but before it
finishes some event occurs which causes a re-scheduling of the tasks and task B runs and uses
the sub-routine, then when a return is made to task A, although it will begin to use sub
routine S again at the correct place, the values of locally held data will have been changed
and will reflect the information processed within the sub-routine by task B. Task A and B
are said to be code sharing.

Two methods can be used to overcome the problem of code sharing:

• Serially re-usable code. The sub-routine is written in such a way that the value of
any local variable on entry to the routine has no effect on the actions of the routine.
Some form of lock mechanism is placed at the beginning of the routine such that if any
task is already using the routine, the calling task will not be allowed entry until the
task which is using the routine unlocks it .

• Re-entrant code. If the sub-routine can be coded such that it does not hold within it
any data, Le. it is purely code (any intermediate results are stored in the calling task
or in a stack associated with the task) then the sub-routine is said to be re-entrant.
Re-entrant routines can be shared between several tasks since they contain no data
relevant to a particular task and hence can be stopped and restarted at a different point
in the routine without any loss of information.

The DSP-PC system is not a multi-tasking operating system. Only the interrupt service
routine (data acquisition, algorithm) is running as a foreground task. This means that re
sources like the hard disk and the input and output devices need not to be shared by several
concurrently active tasks. Hence situations like deadlock and code sharing are not found in
the implementation of the real-time environment.
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In this chapter the results of a small literature study on real-time systems are given. A real
time system is defined as a system that must produce correct responses within a definite time
limit, because otherwise performance degradation or malfunction results.

Three classes of real-time systems are distinguished. Clock-based system use the internal
clock of the computer for synchronization and each task is to run once per time period T or
is to run at exactly T unit intervals. The DSP-PC system is an example of such a system. In
event-based systems actions have to be performed not at particular times or time intervals,
but in response to some event. Interactive systems seem similar to event-based systems, but
they are different in that they respond at a time determined by the internal state of the
computer.

Real-time systems are characterized by four requirements namely timeliness, simultaneous
ness, predictability and dependability. In connection with the timeliness requirement real-time
systems are divided into two catogories. Soft real-time systems are systems for which an occa
sional failure to meet a deadline does not cover the correctness of the system. Hard real-time
systems are systems that must satisfy the deadlines on each and every occasion. Tasks that
run on the DSP have hard time constraints and therefore the real-time environment is a hard
real-time environment. However, tasks that run on the PC (except the functions for hard
disk logging) have soft time constraints and in that case the real-time environment is a soft
real-time environment.

Tasks with hard time constraints run in the so-called foreground, while tasks with soft time
constraints run in the so-called background. Background tasks run when no interrupts are
being processed, while foreground tasks must be executed within a short time of the occurence
of the interrupt to avoid loss of data or other malfunctions. Schedulers are used to control
the operation of the background. They form the bridges between the foreground and back
ground modules and they can be found in large multi-tasking operating systems as well as in
microprocessors.

Resources like the hard disk and the input and output devices need not to be shared by
several concurrently active tasks. Therefore, in the design and realization of the real-time
environment no attention is paid to mutual exclusion, deadlock and code sharing.



Chapter 3

Description of the DSP-PC system

I n the past all manipulation of signals, like filtering of unwanted components from an input
signal and extraction of information from a signal, was performed using analogue circuits and
techniques. All analogue designs are dependent on sensitive components, Le. resistor and
capacitor values are never completely accurate, but their values change as a function of time,
voltage and temperature. Furthermore, analogue designs using passive components have be
come more complicated. The solution to these analogue problems is digital signal processing
(DSP).

DSP's are very fast microprocessors/microcomputers specially designed to execute the calcu
lation of DSP algorithms. With their advanced architecture, parallel processing capabilities
and dedicated DSP instruction set, these devices can execute millions of instructions per
second (MIPS). One of the most often used instructions in DSP applications is multiply
and accumulate (MAC). Through this MAC capability the implementation of complex DSP
algorithms on a small silicon chip is possible, for which in the past a minicomputer or an
array processor was necessary (an array processor is a parallel processor with a matrix-like
structured organization for extremely fast processing of large volumes of data).

In the last ten years DSP's have become more popular. Now they can be found in many
application areas. The most well known application areas are:

• General purpose DSP: digital filters, convolution, fast Fourier transforms, correla
tion, adaptive filtering.

• Voice/speech: speech recognition, speech validation, speech synthesis.

• Graphics/imaging: robot vision, pattern recognition, 3-D rotation, image enhance
ment.
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• Control and regulation: servo control, robot control, motor control.
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• Telecommunications: echo cancelling, data and speech encryption, FAX, digital
speech interpolation.

The DSP-PC system uses the TMS320C30 DSP chip from Texas Instruments. This chip
is implemented on a board that is manufactured by Loughborough Sound Images (LSI).
The following sections describe the most important features of the board. A more detailed
description can be found in appendix A.

3.1 Description of the TMS320C30 PC Processor Board

3.1.1 General overview of the system

The DSP chip is implemented on a board that is manufactured by LSI [PB 91]. The board
uses a special bus to connect I/O modules to. This bus is called DSPLINK (or expansion
bus or secondary bus; the three names indicates one and the same bus) and is described
in section 3.1.2. The system uses three I/O cards with two D/A-converters and two A/D
converters each. A general overview of the complete system is depicted in figure 3.1. Unless

PC side DSP side
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(Area A)

Host
PC

UO ports

64 Kw

dual port
RAM

(Area B) Primary bus

2 Kw
on-chip

RAM

DSP
Expansion bus

DSPUNK

UO UO UO

Figure 3.1: Overview of the DSP-PC system.

otherwise specified a memory word means a 32 bit word.
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3.1.2 The TMS320C30 PC Processor Board

The TMS320C30 board consists of a digital signal processor TMS320C30 from Texas Instru
ments, DSPLINK (parallel expansion), memory expansion, prototyping area, two serial ports
and several links (jumpers). The DSPLINK is connected to three 16 bit Stereo Interface
Boards from LSI. These boards are described in section 3.2.

The board is suitable only for the PC AT and compatibles, as it uses the full 16 bit data
interface. Access to memory passes through the dual porting hardware on the TMS320C30
board (see figure 3.1). The TMS320C30 dual port interface includes an address counter for
block transfers. Furthermore, it includes hardware to transfer data between the 16 bit AT
bus and the 32 bit DSP bus. Interrupts from the PC to the TMS320C30 and vice-versa are
supported.

The board is designed to operate without the need to interrupt the PC. It is supplied with
no interrupt facility enabled. However, in some circumstances one might need to generate an
interrupt to the PC. This can be done using one of the on-board links. One can generate one
of six interrupts (IRQ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 or 9). Between the DSP and the PC there is a physical
interrupt line. The various parts of the board are described in the next part of this section.

Memory

On the board there are 24 memory chips installed. Each chip is a CMOS 64K x 4 device
and is static RAM. The chip is configured to operate in microprocessor mode, placing the
interrupt locations in external memory and disabling the internal RAM at these locations.
Two internal RAM memory blocks (1K word long) operate at the full processor speed with
zero wait-states. Two memory areas are provided off-chip to supplement the 2K word RAM
provided on-chip:

• Area A is divided into two areas. One 64K bank is configured with zero wait-state
devices. External memory uses a hardware wait-state generator (on the board, but ex
ternal to the TMS320C30 chip) to accomodate the different access times required by the
various memory areas. Each area is 64K words long (see the block "128 Kw main RAM"
in figure 3.1). Wait-states are set by on-board links to suit the speed of memory device
used. The area is accessed from the PC by cycle stealing from the DSP if they both try
to access this area simultaneously.

• Area B is used for transfer of data between the PC and the DSP (see the block
"64 Kw dual port RAM" in figure 3.1). Both 64K words of one wait-state memory and
16K x 4 devices can be fitted. Wait-states and memory size are set by on-board links.
Area B is true dual ported memory in that it may be accessed without halting the chip.
Therefore, many of the library functions include a parameter which identifies the type
of memory to be accessed. Although the PC can read and write other memory areas
on the board, it incurs more overhead because the DSP chip must be held during PC
accesses.

A memory expansion connector is available to provide the user to access the unused external
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memory space on the primary TMS320C30 bus. Only daughter boards, such as 32 bit I/O
boards, can be connected.

Parallel expansion (DSPLINK)

A parallel expansion system is provided as a memory-mapped peripheral area. The DSPLINK
interface supports 16 bit parallel transfers at a maximum rate of 5 Million 16 bit words/sec,
including software overhead. A more typical "Peak Software Transfer Rate" is 3.33 Million
words/sec. The actual data transfer rate over the DSPLINK depends on two things:

1. The rate at which the master can read or write data.

2. The rate at which the slave can be read from or written to.

In general, most standard DSPLINK master boards automatically insert one processor wait
state between accesses. In the present configuration the DSPLINK master board inserts
no wait-state. Increasing throughput by eliminating DSPLINK wait-states does not come
without a penalty. One must be extremely careful in his design to meet very stringent timing
requirements. The actual throughput that can be get depends on where the data is going after
the DSP reads it in from the DSPLINK or where the data comes from before the DSP puts it
out to the DSPLINK. Transfers over the DSPLINK use two wait-states to achieve a 180 nsec
transfer cycle. 8K secondary bus memory locations (in the memory of the TMS320C30 board)
are available and multiple slave boards can be accomodated.

There are 16 I/O locations. Each I/O location occupies a 32 bit word in the TMS320C30's
memory space (memory-mapped I/O), but only the most significant 16 bits are used (the
DSPLINK is only 16 data bits wide). When reading or writing from or to the I/O cards, a
conversion must be done. Figure 3.2 shows what happens if 16 bits are read from the I/O
cards. The convention is that the 16 most significant bits are read. Thus when reading 16 bits

I /6 Bits I

111 111 1

DSPllNK

I I
16 Bits I

_ __1_6_B_i_ts__---'-_______ DSP Board. . (don't care)

MSB LSB

Figure 3.2: Reading 16 bits from the I/O cards.

from the DSPLINK, these bits will be placed in the most significant part (MSB) of a 32 bit
word. The 16 least significant bits of this word contain garbage. Hence the 16 bits in the
most significant part need to be shifted to the right (to the least significant part) and the
most significant part must be filled with zeros. In this way, a 32 bit word is formed and the
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binary value of this word is the same as the binary value of the 16 bits from the DSPLINK.
When writing to the I/O cards the opposite must be done.

Data transfers from the DSP to the PC

Data is transferred to/from the TMS320C30 board via the 32 bit Data Registers. Once the
address of the data to be accessed has been set up, two 16 bit transfers over the PC I/O bus
are required to complete the 32 bit access.

From the DSP point of view it is a matter of memory-mapped I/O, while from the PC
point of view it is a matter of I/O mapped I/O. Figure 3.3 shows the difference between
I/O mapped I/O and memory-mapped I/O. In the case of I/O mapped I/O there are two
spaces: an I/O space and a memory space. The term I/O space refers to a group of data
registers that are addressed separately from the locations in a memory space. The two spaces
are separately accessed by using different instructions when writing the software. The I/O

memory

~
~

UO mapped UO

memory

UO
range

memory-mapped UO

Figure 3.3: Difference between I/O mapped I/O and memory-mapped I/O.

space has several control lines like I/O-read and I/O-write. However, in the case of memory
mapped I/O the I/O space is part of the memory itself. Thus the memory range is divided
into memory locations and I/O space. In fact every memory location in the I/O space is an
I/O port. The separate ports are connected with the databus through addressdecoders.

Data transfers from the PC to the DSP

The interfacing with the PC is established through a number of I/O ports on the PC (I/O
mapped I/O), as is mentioned in the previous section. Through these ports the dual ported
RAM (DP RAM) can be accessed and several states of the DSP can be controlled.

LSI supplies with the DSP processor board a library of functions to make interfacing to the
DSP board easier. This library uses the DP RAM. The functions in the library are written
in the C language. They can be used for loading programs and data to and from the DSP
board.
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The functions in the library can be divided into three groups:

1. Code loading functions

2. DSP control functions

3. Data transfer functions
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The first group consists offunctions to load the COFF (the output file that the linker produces
is in the so-called Common Object File Format). Command line arguments can also be passed
to the DSP.

The second group contains all functions that are necessary to control the operation of the
DSP. This means functions for selecting the right board, resetting, halting and releasing the
processor.

The third group is the main part of the available functions and deals with transferring data
to and from the board. Data can be read or written as single values or as blocks of data. One
argument of the functions decides where the data is located. In the case of the DP RAM,
no extra actions are necessary, but if data must be read or write to or from the main RAM,
the DSP must be halted by using the HOLD/HOLD Acknowledge of the TMS320C30. The
PC then needs access to the bus to which the DSP is also connected. Only one system can
access a bus at a time. A more detailed description of the PC processor board can be fo~nd

in appendix A.

Interrupt-handling

Figure 3.4 shows what happens if an interrupt occurs. For clearity not all lines and buses are
drawn, but only the most important ones. These are the DSPLINK, the primary bus and the
ISA bus. The ISA bus forms the connection between the PC and the DSP board. One part
of this bus is connected with the DP RAM, while the other part of the bus contains lines
that are connected with other parts of the DSP board, like IRQ5. For clearity, only IRQ5 is
drawn.

The timer of the first I/O card is used to synchronously trigger all conversions. The timer
signal is used for external triggering on the second and third board. The End of Conversion
(EOC) generates an interrupt on the DSPLINK. Only one of the three boards is used to
generate an interrupt. The DSPLINK uses INTI (see appendix A, table A.IO) for interrupting
the DSP. Detection of this interrupt is done by checking the EOC bit in the Status Register of
the I/O card (see appendix A, table A.7). In this manner more cards could use this interrupt
at the same time. The interrupt generated by the EOC activates an Interrupt Service Routine
(C-ISR) on the DSP. In this routine data is used by an algorithm. The C-ISR contains a special
command, which interrupts the PC (IRQ5). The output of the algorithm in the C-ISR is set
in the DP RAM, just like the parameter variables. The Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) on
the PC now knows that data has been set in the DP RAM. This data is read through I/O
ports on the PC.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic overview of interrupt-handling.

3.2 Description of the 16 bit Stereo Interface Boards

3.2.1 Outline description

The 16 bit Stereo Interface Board (SIB) is designed to connect directly to the TMS320C30 PC
Processor Board [SIB 91]. The boards consist of two A/D converters and two D/ A converters
each. Each analog input channel consists of a Programmable Gain input amplifier, a 4th
order lowpass filter, a Sample and Hold amplifier and a fast A/D converter giving a 16 bit
resolution with 14 bit linearity. The timer, filters and gain amplifiers can all be configured
through jumpers and resistor packs (the resistor packs should be used for the filters to obtain
the desired cut-off frequency).

Figure 3.5 shows a part of one I/O board (one channel). The differential input signal is
first fed through a Programmable Ga,in amplifier (pga) to support a range of peak to peak
input signal levels. It is then passed into a low pass filter and a Sample and Hold amplifier.
The output signal of the Sample and Hold will follow its input signal until a trigger pulse is
received by the A/D converter. This trigger will enable the signal to be captured and held
during the analog-to-digital conversion process. The resulting 16 bit word is clocked out of
the A/D converter serial output into a Shift/Storage Register. At this point the sampled
data in the Shift Register can be read by the host DSP for processing. Any processed data
may also be written back into the Shift Register before the next trigger pulse is received. The
Shift Register data is clocked out to the D/ A converter when the next data sample is clocked
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Ill. The resulting analog signal is then filtered before being seen at the channel output.

In addition to the two analog channels the board contains a programmable sample rate timer,
Control and Status Registers and circuitry to interface the board to the DSPLINK connector.
Furthermore, each board has two 1 bit digital input and output channels to be used for
synchronization.

-.::x:: channel A +
lo...

channel A -~
~......
~
~ec: channel A
~:s

channel A
~

Figure 3.5: Schematic overview of one I/O board (one channel).

3.2.2 Interface to the DSP

The board occupies four locations in the I/O addressing range of the DSPLINK master
processor board (memory mapped I/O). The conversion can be triggered in three ways. The
first way is with the timer on the SIB, the second way is with software through a register and
the third way is with an external trigger. The timer of the first I/O card triggers the other
cards, as is mentioned above.

3.2.3 Conversion timing

If the on-board timer is used the maximum sampling frequency that can be achieved on a
single channel is 157 KHz. This limit is determined by the time taken to serially transfer
16 bits into the Shift Register for transfer over the DSPLINK. If an external trigger is used
the pulse width of the trigger pulse will also affect this limit.

Sampling rates up to 300 KHz can be achieved by feeding the input signal to both channels
and sampling on each channel alternately. The success of the method is dependent on the
sampling rate being such that the next trigger pulse occurs before the end of conversion on
one channel. A more detailed description of the Stereo Interface Boards can be found in
appendix A.
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3.3 The Digital Signal Processor TMS320C30

3.3.1 General description of Digital Signal Processors

As was mentioned before, DSP's have become more popular in the last ten years and now
they can be found in many application areas. Why are DSP's so popular, in other words,
what is the difference between general purpose processors (e.g. Intel 486) and digital signal
processors ?

Most general purpose computers have a so-called Von Neumann architecture. This architec
ture has the following properties:

• There is no significant difference between instructions and data.

• The bit pattern of an instruction is divided into an operation field and an operand field.

• The same memory can be used for storage of data and instructions.

Performing of a program is done in the following four steps:

1. instruction fetch (IF)

2. instruction decode (ID)

3. operand fetch (OF)

4. execute (EX)

These steps are performed sequentially, i.e. starting with an IF and ending with an EX.
Therefore, general purpose computers are said to have a non-pipelined processor. This is
depicted in figure 3.6. In contrast to general purpose computers DSP's don't have a Von
Neumann architecture, but a Harvard architecture.

IF IF IF

ID ID ID

OF OF OF

EX EX EX

time

Figure 3.6: A non-pipelined processor.
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The Harvard architecture has the following properties:

• Data and instructions are stored in different memories.

• These memories each have their own bus connected to the CPU.
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The separate buses provide paralellism in instruction fetch and execution. The goal is to
have very fast processing. DSP's are said to be pipelined processors. This is depicted in
figure 3.7. From this figure it is clear that when the processor is decoding the instruction
in the second stage, it already fetches the next instruction. A pipelined processor has the

IF IF IF IF IF IF IF IF IF IF IF IF

ID lD ID ID ID ID ID ID ID ID ID

OF OF OF OF OF OF OF OF OF OF

EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX

4 •
setup time

time

Figure 3.7: A pipelined processor (4 stages).

following disadvantages:

• The maximum speed up is only reached after some setup time.

• Decoding an instruction can sometimes cost a lot of time, because the resulting pipeline
has to wait.

• Bus conflicts and memory conflicts occur when performing IF, OF and EX.

However, the Harvard architecture prevents conflicts between IF and 0 F (or between IF and
EX) and therefore the pipeline architecture of the CPU is succesfully used in DSP's.

3.3.2 General description of the TMS320C30

The TMS320C30 internal busing and special digital signal processing instruction set provide
speed and flexibility [TI 89]. This combination produces a processor capable of executing up to
33 MFLOPS (million floating-point operations per second). The TMS320C30 optimizes speed
by implementing functions in hardware that other processors implement through software or
microcode.

The TMS320C30 can perform parallel multiply and ALU operations on integer or floating
point data in a single cycle. The processor also possesses a general-purpose register file,
program cache, dedicated auxiliary register arithmetic units (ARAU), internal dual-access
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memories, one Direct Memory Access (DMA) channel supporting concurrent I/O and a short
machine-cycle time. High performance and ease of use are achieved through greater paral
lelism, greater accuracy and general-purpose features.

Some key features of the TMS320C30 are listed below.

• 60 nsec single-cycle instruction execution time (33 MFLOPS, 16.7 MIPS (million in
structions per second))

• one 4K x 32 bit single-cycle dual-access on-chip ROM block

• two 1K x 32 bit single-cycle dual-access on-chip RAM blocks

• 64 x 32 bit instruction cache

• 32 bit instruction and data words, 24 bit addresses

• on-chip DMA controller for concurrent I/O and CPU operation

• two 32 bit timers

Pipeline structure

The TMS320C30 pipeline structure has five major units:

1. Fetch unit: fetches the instruction words from memory and updates the program
counter.

2. Decode unit: decodes the instruction word and performs address generation.

3. Read unit: if required, reads the operands from memory.

4. Execute unit: if required, reads the operands from the register file, performs the neces
sary operation and if needed writes results to the register file.

5. DMA channel: reads and writes memory.

Priorities have been assigned to each of the functional units. The priorities from the highest
to lowest are:

• execute (highest)

• read

• decode

• fetch

• DMA (lowest)
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When processing of an instruction is ready to pass to the next higher pipeline level, but that
level is not ready to accept a new input, a pipeline conflict occurs. In this case, the lower
priority unit waits until the higher priority unit completes its currently executing function.

Memory organization

The memory organization of the DSP chip is depicted in figure 3.8. The total memory space
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Figure 3.8: Memory organization of the TMS320C30.

of the TMS320C30 is 16M (million) 32 bit words. Program, data and I/O space are contained
within this 16M word address space, thus allowing tables, coefficients, program code or data
to be stored in either RAM or ROM. In this way, memory usage can be maximized and
memory space allocated as desired.

The ROM block is 4K x 32 bit. Each RAM and ROM block is capable of supporting two
accesses in a single cycle. The separate program buses, data buses and DMA buses allow for
parallel program fetches, data reads and writes and DMA operations. In this way the CPU
is able to access two data values in one RAM block and perform an external program fetch
in parallel with the DMA loading another RAM block, all within a single cycle.

A 64 x 32 bit instruction cache stores often repeated sections of code. This greatly reduces
the number of off-chip accesses necessary and allows code to be stored off-chip in slower,
lower-cost memories.

The memory map is dependent upon whether the processor is running in the microprocessor
mode or the microcomputer mode. In microprocessor mode, the 4K on-chip ROM is not
mapped into the TMS320C30 memory map. In the present configuration the microprocessor
mode is used.

Timers

The TMS320C30 timer modules are general-purpose 32 bit timer/event counters with two
signalling modes and internal or external clocking. The timer modules can be used to signal
to the processor or the external world at specified intervals or to count external events. With
an internal clock, the timer can be used to signal an external A/D converter to start a
conversion or it can interrupt the DMA controller to begin a data transfer. With an external
input, the timer can count external events and interrupt the CPU after a specified number
of events. Available to each timer is an I/O pin that can be used either as an input clock to
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the timer, an output clock signal or a general-purpose I/O pin.

Three memory-mapped registers are used by each timer:

• Global Control Register

• Period Register

• Counter Register

The Global Control Register determines the operating mode of the timer, monitors the timer
status and controls the function of the I/O pin of the timer. The Period Register specifies
the timer's signalling frequency. The Counter Register contains the current value of the
incrementing counter. The counter is set to zero whenever its value equals that in the Period
Register. Appendix A gives a more detailed description of the TMS320C30 chip.

3.4 Description of the PC system

The heart of the PC system is a 486 DX2 processor from Intel. The Intel 486 DX2 micropro
cessor is a fully compatible member of the Intel 486 family. It has a 32 bit architecture with
on-chip memory management, floating-point and cache memory units. On-chip cache memory
allows frequently used data and code to be stored on-chip reducing accesses to the external
bus. A clock doubler has been added to speed up internal operations to twice that of an
Intel 486 DX microprocessor running with the same bus clock. Thus the i486 DX2 internally
doubles the supplied clock signal: a 33 MHz i486 DX2 internally becomes a 66 MHz i486 DX.
All internal units of the CPU such as, for example, the ALU, decoding unit, floating-point
unit, segmentation unit and access to the 8 Kbyte cache run at twice the speed. With the
33 MHz i486 DX2 this leads to 66 MHz. Only the bus unit runs from the external clock.

The i486 has a very flexible bus in view of its size and cycle behaviour. The data bus can
be operated with a width of 8, 16 and 32 bits. In the present configuration a 16 bits ISA
bus is used for connection with the DSP board. The bus width can be defined separately
and independently for every cycle and need not be predefined at the time of system design.
Thus the i486 can cooperate flexibly with memories and peripherals of various widths. The
data transfer rate of the data bus is about 8 Mb/sec [Sja 90]. The bus clock-frequency is
7.159 MHz.

For real-time applications the so-called interrupt latency is very important. The interrupt
latency indicates the time lag between a device's request for service and the actual servicing of
that request. Maximum interrupt latency should be expected during multiplication, division,
variable bit shift and rotate, etc. The interrupt latency for the ISA bus is about 1JLsec - 5JLsec
[Phi 89].
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In this section a Pentium processor (66 MHz) and a TMS320C30 processor are compared. The
TMS320C30 processor is a so-called RISC processor. RISC stands for Reduced Instruction
Set Computer [Mes 94]. Such processors have a significantly reduced instruction set. In
contrast, CISC (Complex Instruction Set Computer) processors have an extensive instruction
set of more than 300 machine instructions, complex addressing schemes and micro-encoding of
the processor instructions. In a CISC processor, like the Pentium processor, a decoding unit
is present which decodes a machine instruction into micro-instructions and transmits them
to a micro-code queue. In a RISC processor, on the other hand, the machine instructions are
directly executable and don't need to be decoded into a sequence of micro-instructions. Thus
a RISC processor operates faster than a CISC processor.

The Pentium processor delivers over 100 MIPS at its initial frequency, 66 MHz [NAG 93].
The address bus is 32 bits wide and the data bus is 64 bits wide. The bus can support up
to 528 Mb/sec of data throughput. Data can be transferred in 8, 16,32 or 64 bit units. The
Pentium processor is a dual issue super-scalar CPU, meaning that it can prefetch, decode,
execute and write-back two instructions in one clock cycle.

Table 3.1 shows the properties of both processors.

Table 3.1: Important differences and similarities between a Pentium and a DSP
I TMS320C30 I Pentium (66 MHz) I

Harvard architecture Von Neumann architecture
RISC CISC
32 bit (parallel) 64 bit
floating-point floating-point
16.7 MIPS 100 MIPS
2 instructions/clock cycle 2 instructions/clock cycle

The Pentium processor seems to be faster than a DSP (64 bit, 100 MIPS). However, a Pen
tium processor is a CISC processor which cannot perform parallel operations (Von Neumann
architecture). Moreover, for multi-tasking purposes it is recommended to use more than one
processor. Thus if the real-time environment is implemented on a single Pentium processor
this will result in a degradation of performance because of pseudo multi-tasking (one proces
sor). Hence a DSP processor together with a general purpose processor (i486, Pentium) is
preferred to a single Pentium processor.
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3.6 Summary

In this chapter a brief description is given of the hardware configuration of the DSP-PC
system. In broad outlines, the system can be divided into three parts: the I/O cards, the
TMS320C30 PC Processor Board (DSP board) and the PC.

The I/O cards are connected with the DSP board through a special bus. This bus is called
DSPLINK and is designed for 16 bits parallel transfers. When reading from the I/O cards a
16 bits shift to the right must be performed. When writing to the I/O cards the opposite has
to be done. The timer of the first I/O card triggers the other cards. In this way a maximum
sampling frequency of 157 KHz can be achieved.

On the DSP board there are three memory locations: a 64 Kw DP RAM, a 128 Kw main
RAM and a 2 Kw on-chip RAM. The 64 Kw DP RAM is used for communication with the
PC. From the DSP point of view it is a matter of memory-mapped I/O, while from the PC
point of view it is a matter I/O mapped I/O. A library of functions can be used to make
interfacing to the DSP board easier. When the main RAM is used the DSP must be halted,
resulting in degradation of performance. The TMS320C30 chip from Texas Instruments forms
the heart of the DSP board. Due to its so-called Harvard architecture, this chip can perform
parallel multiply and ALU operations on integer or floating-point data in a single cycle.

The PC system has an i486 processor running at 66 MHz. This processor has a 32 bit
architecture with on-chip memory management, floating-point and cache memory units.

A Pentium processor and the TMS320C30 processor are compared. Although a Pentium
processor seems to be faster than a DSP, the latter one is more suitable for acquiring and
processing floating-point data because of its Harvard structure.



Chapter 4

The Ward & Mellor method

N ow that aspects of real-time systems and the hardware configuration of the system are
well-known, a start is made with the software design. There are several techniques for analysis
and design of real-time systems rVer 90]:

• Gane & Sarson

• Ward & Mellor

• Hatley & Pirbhai

• Systems Engineering Methodology

• Yourdon

The Ward & Mellor method is used, because this is probably the most well known technique
for designing real-time systems and as a result there is a lot of literature available on this
method. Furthermore, this method allows modeling of control and data as well as modeling
of time-continuous and time-discrete behavior. Both modeling aspects play an important role
in the modeling of real-time systems.

4.1 Description of the Ward & Mellor method

The Ward & Mellor method is a structured development method for real-time systems [WM 85].
A modeling language which has to be adequate for real-time systems must be capable of sep
arating the data needed by the process from the control that actually makes the process
operate. An adequate systems modeling language must allow modeling of control as well as
data.
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Another aspect which plays an important role in the modeling of real-time systems is the
behavior (time-continuous or time-discrete) of the system. The distinction between time
continuous and time-discrete behavior is closely related to the distinction between data and
control. In order to model the time-related complexities of a real-time system, an adequate
modeling language must also be able to distinguish time-continuous and time-discrete be
haviors and must be able to model the interactions between the two. Because the Ward &
Mellor method provides with both the distinction between control and data and the distinc
tion between time-continuous and time-discrete behavior, the method is suitable for modeling
real-time systems.

The transformation scheme according to Ward & Mellor models a system as an active entity,
i.e. as a network of activities that accept and produce data and control messages. It denotes
graphically the layout of the transformations that operate on flows that cross the system
boundary and it is the active part of the system that responds to events that occur in the
environment. In the next sections only the conventions that are used for modelling the system
are described.

4.1.1 The static view

Consider the processing applied to an encrypted message to produce a message in plain text.
The associated transformation scheme is shown in figure 4.1. The notation shows inputs and

Decoded
message

encoded
message

Figure 4.1: Basic notation of a transformation scheme.

outputs as labeled arrows (flows) and represents the work, which has to be done to produce
the outputs, as a labeled circle (transformation). The time-continuous behavior is denoted
by an arrow with a double arrowhead, while the time-discrete behavior is denoted by an
arrow with one arrowhead. The system is decomposed hierarchically from one circle and
some arrows (general description) into many circles and many arrows (detailed description).

Stores are represented as two parallel lines. In figure 4.2 System status is a store. Although
stores are typically sets, a single item which is operated on by various transformations could
also be shown as a store. The store notation is thus used to represent an item or set that is
operated on by a group of transformations, but whose basic character remains unchanged.

The conventions for connecting transformations to stores are related to the net flow between
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them in the following ways: the flow connecting the store and the transformation is not
labeled; it only represents availability of the store to the transformation. An arrow head
pointing from a store to a transformation means that the transformation uses something
from the store. An arrow head pointing from a transformation to a store means that the
contents of that store is changed. A bi-directional arrow between a transformation and a
store means that both preceding characteristics apply.

output
signals

input
signals

Figure 4.2: System status as a store.

There is an important distinction between a pair of transformations connected by a flow
and a pair connected through a store. On the left-hand side of figure 4.3, there is a causal
connection between transformations X and Y. The production of an output by X causes Y to
operate and so X and Y must be synchronized, i.e. when the result of the first transformation
comes available the second one starts. On the right-hand side of figure 4.3, there is no causal
connection. The production of output by X has no immediate effect on Y.

4.1.2 The event view

In the dynamic view of a system, a time-discrete data flow has two distinct characters. It
represents both the contents of the data and the occurence of the flow as an input or output
at a specific point in time. Most real-time systems contain flows that have no contents; they
are simply signals that indicate that something has happened or give a command. Such flows
are called event flows and they are represented as dotted arrows. A transformation that
accepts only event flows as inputs and produces only event flows as outputs is called a control
transformation. It is represented as a dotted circle (see figure 4.4).

The behavior of a control transformation can be desribed by a state-transition diagram. In
figure 4.4 a single switch controls the lamp so that the lamp will turn on or off. In this way,
there are two behaviors (on and off). The components shown in the transition diagram are
the state, represented by an rectangle; the transition, represented by an arrow; the transition
condition, shown adjacent to the transition above the line and the transition action, shown
adjacent to the transition below the line.

A state represents an externally observable mode of behavior. The name of the state is the
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name of the behavior exhibited by the system. Each state represents an unique status of the
control transformation's memory and the transformations can be in only one state at a given
time. Initial states are shown by a transition arrow pointing into the designated state with
no source state. The initial state should be thought of as the behavior of the system before
any transitions have occured.

trigger

B B

Figure 4.3: Causal and non-causal interfaces.

A final state has transition arrows entering, but has no arrows to other states. Transitions
represent the movement from one state to another. Conditions cause the system to make a
transition. Each condition is identified with an input event flow that signals that the condition
has occured. Actions are taken as the transition occurs. An action is a single indivisible
activity which is identified with output event flow(s). Furthermore, the information of a
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transition diagram may also be represented by constructing a state-transition table where
rows are conditions, columns represent the current state and the intersection of a row and a
column defines the new state produced when the condition occurs in the current state. The
principal advantage of this scheme is that one is forced to consider all possible conditions
for each state. Action tables serve as a companion technique to denote the actions. For the
transition diagram in figure 4.4 both tables are listed in tables 4.1 and 4.2.
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tum off

pull pull
tum lamp
on on

tum lamp
off

Figure 4.4: Control transformation with a transition diagram.

Table 4.1:

Table 4.2: Action table for the transition diagram in figure 4.4
off on
turn lamp on turn lamp off
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Before a system can be defined using the items that were described, the following rules must
be taken into account:

• There is no data sink, i.e. every transformation has an output.

• Conservation of data: the inputs should be sufficient to produce the outputs.

• If a data transformation has more than one input or if it is composed of more elements,
then all inputs and elements have to be present for the transformation to take place.

4.2 Summary

The Ward & Mellor method is described as a structured development method for designing
real-time systems. The method is suitable for real-time systems, because it provides with
both the distinction between control and data and the distinction between time-continuous
and time-discrete behavior.

In the static view a transformation scheme consists of labeled arrows (flows) and a labeled
circle (transformation), denoting the work that has to be done to produce the outputs. When
a pair of transformations is connected through a store there is a non-causal connection between
the transformations. If, on the other hand, a pair of transformations is connected by a flow
then there is a causal relationship between both transformations. The system is decomposed
hierarchically from one circle and some arrows into many circles and many arrows.

In the dynamic view of the system event flows are represented as dotted arrows. Transfor
mations that accepts only event flows as inputs and produces only event flows as outputs
are called control transformations. These transformations are represented as dotted circles.
Their behavior can be described by a state-transition diagram. The information of a transition
diagram is represented by constructing a state-transition table and an action table.



Chapter 5

Software design of the real-time
environment

5.1 System's requirements

Before a start is made with the software design an outline is given of the requirements
of the real-time environment. The design objective was formulated as:

Design and realize a real-time environment on the DSP-PC system in order to
measure and control signals in real time. The environment must be as flexible as
possible, which means that every arbitrary algorithm should be implemented on
the system without knowing the technical details.

The system's requirements can be summarized as follows:

• Log data to the hard disk.

• Display signals on screen (graphic mode).

• Display variables on screen (text mode).

• Display settings (settable parameters, selected input and output channels).

• Set sample frequency.

• Set algorithm parameters.

• Process elemental commands like start, quit and reset.

• Perform a simple debug facility.
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In chapter 2 some aspects and techniques concerning real-time systems were discussed. The
aspects and techniques that are used for the implementation of the real-time environment can
be summarized as follows:

• The design objective is satisfied by designing the Controller tasks of figure 2.1.

• The DSP-PC system is a clock-based system meaning that synchronization is obtained
by using the internal clock of the DSP processor.

• Foreground tasks are implemented on the DSP, while background tasks are implemented
on the PC.

• Tasks that run on the DSP all have hard time constraints and thus the real-time environ
ment is a hard real-time environment. However, tasks that run on the PC have soft time
constraints and in that case the real-time environment is a soft real-time environment.

• Resources like the hard disk and the input and output devices need not to be shared by
several concurrently active tasks. Therefore, in the design and realization of the real
time environment no attention is paid to mutual exclusion, deadlock and code sharing.

5.2 General description of the system

The scheme in figure 5.1 covers the whole system. This highest level of the model is called
the context scheme and is given in figure 5.1. The sample frequency, the input channel(s) to

analog input
signals

user
command

analog output
~-----. signals

hard disk
data

display
data

Figure 5.1: Context scheme of the system.

be read from, the output channel(s) to be write to, the signals to be displayed on screen, the
signals to be logged to hard disk and the parameters are set by the user. The Control system
transformation reads data from the input channels, performs the algorithm, converts the
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selected parameters to analog output signals, logs data to the hard disk and displays the
selected signals on screen.

5.3 Detailed description of the system

The Control system can be described more detailed as is shown in figure 5.2.

hard disk
data

user
command

analog input
signals

analog output
signals

Figure 5.2: Description of the system at level one.

The control command flow contains commands like start, stop and reset. A reset is a stop im
mediately followed by a start. These commands can be set by the user and are controlled by
the Control user command transformation. The Settings store contains the sample frequency,
definitions of the input and output channels to be used, definitions of the signals to be dis
played, scaling of the axes for the signals to be displayed and the settable parameters. A store
must be used, because the production of output by the Control user command transformation
has no immediate effect on the Control algorithm transformation (see section 4.1.1).

The states flow contains data which has to be saved to the hard disk or displayed on screen.
This flow does not have a store, because storing of data starts as soon as data is available.
Thus the production of output of the Control algorithm transformation has an immediate
effect on the Control user command transformation. When a start command is given by
the user, the Control algorithm transformation converts the analog input signals into analog
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output signals. The algorithm uses the contents of the Settings store. When the algorithm
is performed, data is logged to the hard disk and displayed on screen. If an error occurs,
this is displayed on screen. By dividing the Control system transformation in figure 5.1
into two transformations a distinction is made between the PC side and the DSP side. The
Control user command transformation controls tasks which are running in the background,
while the Control algorithm transformation controls the algorithm, which is running in the
foreground. Thus the Control user command transformation refers to the PC side and the
Control algorithm refers to the DSP side.

Figure 5.3 is a decomposition of the Control algorithm transformation, while figure 5.4 is
a decomposition of the Control user command transformation. Because the communication
between the DSP and the PC takes place through the DP RAM both figures have the same
stores. These three stores form the Settings store of figure 5.2.

The parameters that can be set by the user are stored in the Settable parameters store. The
Selection store contains information on signals to be displayed, signals to be logged to hard
disk and signals to be converted to analog output signals.

When all settings have been done by the user, the Process user commands transformation ex
ecutes the user commands. The Control tasks transformation executes the control commands
that are get from the Process user command transformation. As is mentioned in section 4.1.2
the behavior of a control transformation can be described through a state-transition diagram
and a transition and action table. The state-transition diagram and transition and action
table for the Control tasks transformation are given in figure 5.5 and table 5.1 and 5.2 re
spectively. When the Timer transformation is started by the Control tasks transformation,
it reads the sample frequency from the Sample frequency store. Then the Convert signals
transformation is triggered. This transformation converts the analog input signals into dig
ital signals. When the Perform algorithm transformation is started by the Control tasks
transformation, the parameters that are set by the user are read from the Settable parameters
store. With these parameters and data from the input signals the algorithm is performed.
When the Timer transformation triggers the Convert selected parameters transformation, the
selected parameters are converted into analog output signals.

A more detailed description of the Control tasks transformation is depicted in figure 5.6. The
function of the transformation is split in accepting and executing the control command for
the timer and the algorithm. The Control algorithm transformation is responsible for starting
and stopping the algorithm. When an error occurs during the performing of the algorithm,
this is reported to the user interface. The Control timer transformation is responsible for
starting and stopping the timer. The Put hard disk data transformation is responsible for
logging the selected states to the hard disk. The state-transition diagrams, transition tables
and action tables for the transformations in figure 5.6 are given in figure 5.7 and tables 5.3
through 5.7.
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control command

stan system
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stop system

control command

start system

error
stop system
report error

error

stop system
repon error

Figure 5.5: State-transition diagram for the Control tasks transformation.

Table 5.1: Transition table for the Control tasks transformation
start stop stop & error

control command stop start start
error stop & error stop & error

Remark: a blank box in the transition table means that for a particular condition no transition
occurs for a state (ignore transition). However, in the implementation this transition must be
taken into account, because otherwise malfunction of the system may occur. For example, if
the system is in the stop & error state an error condition has no effect on this state (the system
remains in the stop & error state). However, the system must be told that no transition is
needed.

Table 5.2: Action table for the Control tasks transformation
start stop stop & error

control command stop system start system start system
error stop system & stop system &

report error report error
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Remark: a blank box in the acion table means that for a particular condition no action occurs
for a state (ignore action). However, in the implementation this action must be taken into
account, because otherwise malfunction of the system may occur.
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Figure 5.7: State-transition diagrams for the transformations in figure 5.6.
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Table 5.3:

5 - Software design of the real-time environment

control command

Remark: the action table for the Execute control command transformation is the same as its
transition table.

Table 5.4: Transition table for the Control timer transformation
start stop

start start
stop stop

Table 5.5: Action table for the Control timer transformation
start stop

start start timer
stop stop timer

Table 5.6: Transition table for the Control algorithm transformation
start stop stop & error

start start start
stop stop
error stop & error stop & error

Table 5.7: Action table for the Control algorithm transformation
start stop stop & error

start start algorithm start algorithm
stop stop algorithm
error stop algorithm & report error stop algorithm & report error
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A detailed view of the Process user command transformation is depicted in figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Detailed view of the Process user command transformation.

The Parse user command transformation processes and redirects the commands that are given
by the user. The commands are divided into three parts: control, set and display. These parts
refer to the three modules in section 2.4.
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Control commands are:

• start the system

• quit the system

• reset the system

• halt the system

Set commands are:

• set parameters

5 - Software design of the real-time environment

• set scaling of axes for signals that must be displayed on screen

• set sample frequency

Display commands are:

• show (set table) parameters

• show help screen

• show error message

• show settings

The Execute display command transformation diplays the errors and settings (settable pa
rameters, selected input and output channels, sample frequency, etc.) on screen. The Execute
set command transformation executes the set commands that are listed above.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter the Ward & Mellor method is applied on the DSP-PC system. By dividing
the context scheme into two transformations a distinction is made between the PC side and
the DSP side. On the PC the user interface must be implemented, while on the DSP the
algorithm must run. Thus the background tasks has to be implemented on the PC, while the
foreground tasks must run on the DSP.

The two transformations at level one are further decomposed, resulting in two different
schemes with the same stores. The Control tasks transformation (a control transformation)
of one scheme and the Process user command transformation of the other scheme are the only
two transformations that are further decomposed. Because the Control tasks transformation
is a control transformation, its behavior and the behavior of the control transformations of
its decomposition are described through state-transition diagrams and transition and action
tables.
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Software implementation of the
real-time environment

6.1 Implementation of the communication PC <-> nsp

6.1.1 Data transfer from DSP to PC

T he fact that a PC is used as host means that all or part of the user command pro
cessing should be placed on the PC and that the interface between PC and DSP must be
used to communicate. This would mean that all data must be placed in the DP RAM. For
the variables that should be set from the PC, like the sample frequency and commands for
the DSP, this does not have to be a problem. However, this can be a problem for the pa
rameter variables. When these are placed in the DP RAM they have to share the data and
address bus with the program instructions. Therefore, variables are placed in the on-chip
RAM, which allows double access in one instruction cycle. This also prevents bus conflicts
with the instruction fetch. Thus to allow the best performance the program instructions are
placed in a memory area separate from the program data. In this way, the parallel instruction
and data fetch can be carried out, increasing processing speed.

The algorithm is placed in the main RAM ofthe DSP board (see figure 6.1). Data is divided
into three parts:

1. constants

2. variables

3. states

Constants are parameters that don't change during the performing ofthe algorithm. Variables
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Figure 6.1: Schematic overview of organization of data.
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are parameters that can be set from the PC (settable parameters), thus those parameters
may change during the process. Finally, states are signals that vary each time instance. For
example, in equation

x[k +1] = Ax[k] +Bu[k]

y[k] = Cx[k +1] +D

u, x and yare states, while A, B, C and D are parameters (constants or variables). States are
considered as given variables that can not be set. States and settable parameters are divided
into two parts: floats and integers. The reason for this is that floats are treated different from
integers.

The on-chip RAM is organized as is depicted in figure 6.1. From this figure it is clear that
the on-chip RAM is divided into six parts:

1. float states

2. integer states

3. float parameters

4. integer parameters

5. settable float parameters

6. settable integer parameters

The organization of the DP RAM is also depicted in figure 6.1. From this figure it is clear
that the DP RAM is divided into nine parts:

1. command

2. float states

3. integer states

4. float parameters

5. integer parameters

6. set table float parameters

7. set table integer parameters

8. debug float parameters

9. debug integer parameters

The command part is used for transferring the commands that are given by the user (like
start, quit and reset), the sample frequency, the acknowledgement signal, the error signal, the
pc interrupt counter, the DSP interrupt counter, etc. The command part is divided into the
following addresses:
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• error_adr

• command_adr (start, quit, reset)

• ack_adr (acknowledgement)

• samp-freq_adr (sample frequency)

• ad_adr (six ad channels)

• da_adr (six da channels)

• pcinLadr (pc interrupt counter)

• dspinLadr (DSP interrupt counter)

• ad_st atus_adr (status (on/off) of the ad channels)

• da_status_adr (status (on/off) of the da channels)

• debug_status_adr (status (on/off) of the debug mode)

• flag_adr (flag for controlling the debug mode)

• debug_index-adr (index for the debug mode)

The definitions of the addresses are defined in files dspmain.h and pcmain.h. The offset values
are defined in file defs.h. The definitions of the addresses in file dspmain.h are consistent with
the ones in file pcmain.h. The debug parameters are explained in section 6.4.

Initialization

When initializing, states and non-settable parameters are copied from the on-chip RAM to
the DP RAM. This is done in function mainO in file dspmain.c30, which is running on the
DSP (see appendix B for a detailed listing of all directories and their files). A description is
given of how float states are copied from the on-chip RAM to the DP RAM. Integer states,
float parameters and integer parameters are treated in the same way.

The definitions of the float states are listed in file defs.h. Here, they are defined as
statesblock_ptr[x] , where x denotes an integer ("ptr" stands for "pointer"). In function
mainO in file dspmain.c30 the malloc function is used to allocate a part of the on-chip RAM
for the float states. In file defs.h the size of the space to be allocated is defined. In the present
configuration free space is allocated for 18 float states, 18 integer states, 30 float parameters
and 30 integer parameters.

An address to pointer conversion takes place by using
fltstates_ptr = (float *)statesblock-.adr ("adr" stands for "address").
Statesblock_adr is the address of the float states block in the DP RAM (see figure 6.1). The
float states are copied from the on-chip RAM to the DP RAM by using
fltstates_ptr [x] = statesblock_ptr [x]. The constants and parameters that not have to
be displayed on screen remain in the on-chip RAM.
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Run-time
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States and parameters are read from the DP RAM by using the library of functions that
Loughborough Sound Images supply with the DSP board (see section 3.1.2). This library is
listed in file 30librar.c [PB 91]. Float and integer parameters are displayed on screen by using
functions RdBlkFlto and RdBlklnt 0 from the library. This is done in function main 0 in
file pcmain.c. The float and integer parameters are displayed on screen by calling function
sholLalgorithIn-variables 0 in pcmain.h. A description is given of how float states are
displayed on screen. Integer states, float parameters and integer parameters are treated in
the same way.

Float states are placed in the DP RAM at address statesbloek_adr (see files dspmain.h and
pcmain.h). Through function
RdBlkFlt (statesbloek_adr, DUAL, fl tstatesindex, fl tstates) in file pcmain.c a block
of float states is read from the DP RAM at address statesbloek_adr. The size of this block
is il tstatesindex, which is defined in file pcmain.h. In the present configuration 18 float
states, 18 integer states, 30 float parameters and 30 integer parameters can be displayed on
screen.

The block of float states is placed in array fl tstates. Then the contents of fl tstates is
copied to a structure il tstatesarray. This structure has three fields: a name, an index and
a value. It is initialized in function init_dataO at the end of file pcmain.c. In this way each
float state is given a name and index which is consistent with the ones defined in defs.h.

6.1.2 Data transfer from PC to DSP

Initialization

Settable parameters are treated differently. A description is given of how settable float pa
rameters are dealt with. Settable integer parameters are treated in the same way.

The definitions of the set table float parameters are listed in file defs.h. In the main function
of dspmain.c30 the malloe function is used to allocate a part of the on-chip RAM for the
settable float parameters. In file defs.h the size of the space to be allocated is defined. In the
present configuration free space is allocated for 10 settable float parameters and 10 settable
integer parameters.

An address to pointer conversion takes place by using
setfltpar-ptr = (float *)setfltpar...adr. The settable float parameters are initialized
by copying their initial values from the PC to the DSP. Thus the initial values are placed in
the DP RAM and copied from the DP RAM to the on-chip RAM by using
setparbloek_ptr [x] = setfltpar_ptr [x] .

Run-time

Settable float parameters are initialized by copying their initial values from the PC to the
DSP. The settable float parameters are initialized in function init...sett-parO in file
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pcmain.c. Just like the float states a structure is used for the settable float parameters. This
structure is defined setfltpararray and has three fields: a name, an index and a value. The
contents of this structure is copied to array setfltpar. This array is placed in the DP RAM
at address setfltpar_adr by using function
WrBlkFlt (setfltpar_adr, DUAL, setfltparindex, setfltpar). The size of this block
is setfltparindex and is defined in file pcmain.h. In the present configuration 10 float
parameters and 10 integer parameters can be set by the user.

When the user wants to change the value of a float parameter a call is made to function
float_parO in file pcmain.c. The values of the settable float parameters in the DP RAM
are then displayed on screen. When the user has set a new value, function PutFloat 0 puts
the new value of a float parameter in the DP RAM. In the same way integer parameters can
be set, but now a call to function int_parO is made, where function Putlnt 0 is used.

6.2 Implementation of the Ward & Mellor transformations

The Convert signals transformation is implemented in function c_int01 0 in file dspmain.c30.
The ANSI C compiler on the DSP supplies a special set of functions to implement interrupt
routines. They are called c_intxxO, where xx can be a number between 00 and 99. These
functions automatically save the context on the stack.

As is mentioned in section 3.1.2, 16 bits need to be shifted to the right when reading- from
the I/O cards. Therefore, the transformation is implemented as ad_ptr[x] = *ADCx » 16,
where x is an integer between zero and five.

The Convert selected parameters transformation is implemented in function c_int010 in file
dspmain.c30. As is mentioned in section 3.1.2, 16 bits need to be shifted to the left when
writing to the I/O cards. Therefore, the transformation is implemented as
*ADCx = ((int) da..ptr [x]) << 16, where x is an integer between zero and five.

The Perform algorithm transformation is also implemented in function c_int01 O. The source
code of the algorithm must be placed between the code for reading from the input channels
and writing to the output channels. In the next chapter an example is given of a PID controller
to show how an algorithm must be implemented.

The Timer transformation is implemented through two functions: starttimerO and
stoptimerO. These functions are listed in file userctrl.c30 and they start and stop timer 1
of the DSP chip.

The Put hard disk data transformation is implemented through five functions: handler 0,
close...fifoO, flush...fifoO, open...fifoO and write...fifoO. These functions are listed
in file pcmain.c. A FIFO buffer is used to log data to the hard disk. Before logging to the
hard disk is performed, verify and buffering are disabled by using functions setverifyO and
setbuf 0 in file pcmain.c. The FIFO buffer is well described in [BP 95]. In the next chapter
is explained how data must be logged to the hard disk.
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The Process user commands transformation is implemented on both the PC and the DSP. On
the PC the transformation is implemented through the if (kbhitO)-loop. In this loop the
commands given by the user are checked. If a command like start, quit or reset is given, then a
particular value representing the command is put at address command_adr in the DP RAM. On
the DSP these commands are then processed in function process_cmdO in file userctrl.c30.
This function makes calls to assembler functions start-int 0 and stop_int 0 in file dsp.asm.
These assembler functions are responsible for starting and stopping the interrupts.

If the user wants to change the sample frequency a call is made to function sample..freq 0 in
file pcmain.c. The new sample frequency is put at address samp..freq_adr in the DP RAM.
Function process_cmdO in file userctrl.c30 is then processed.

Other commands that can be given by the user are showing a help menu, setting parameters,
scaling the x-axes for displaying signals and switching between text mode and graphic mode.
When the user switches to graphic mode functions from file grgui.c are used.

The Control tasks transformation is implemented on both the PC and the DSP. The con
trol commands that can be given are start, quit, halt and reset. As is mentioned above
these commands are implemented through the if (kbhitO)-loop on the PC and func
tion process_cmdO on the DSP. Again calls to the assembler functions start_int 0 and
stop_int 0 are made. Starting and stopping of the timer is done through functions
starttimerO and stoptimerO as is described for the implementation of the Timer trans
formation.

6.3 Implementation of function mainO (file pcmain.c)

Because of its large size, function main 0 of file pcmain.c is described in pseudo-code.

maine)
{

define variables;
shov opening vindov;
load nsp code to board;
SelectBoard(Ox290); 1* select base address of nsp board *1
Reset(); 1* reset nsp board *1
Hold(); 1* hold nsp board *1
init_sett_par(); 1* initialize settable parameters *1
init_data(); 1* initialize all variables as defined in defs.h *1
get debug status from np RAM; 1* is debug mode enabled? *1
open user interface in text mode;
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if (hard disk log is on) {

check if file data. bin already exists; /* data is logged to file
data. bin */

if (ansver = 'yes') exit;
else open_fifo();

}

if (debug mode is on) {

check if debug parameters have to be read from disk;
if (ansver = 'yes') {

read data from hard disk;
place data in DP RAM;

}

if (ansver = 'no') continue;
}

display initial sample frequency;
if (debug mode is off) start system;

vhile(l) { /* main (endless) loop */

if (error) {

shov error message;
if (hard disk log is on) close_fifo();
quit system;

}

display status ad and da channels (on/off);
display status hard disk logging (on/off);
display states;
if (debug mode is on) get correct debug parameters from DP RAM;

if (kbhit) { /* check user commands */

case 'h' : help 0 ; /* shov help menu */
case ' i' : intpol =TRUE; /* enable interpolation in graphic mode */
case ' k' : hold_disp =TRUE; /* hold display in graphic mode */
case ' s' : sample_freq0 ; /* set sample frequency */
case ' l' : graph =TRUE; /* svitch to graphic mode */
case ' x' : scale_x_axes 0 ; /* scale x-axes in graphic mode */
case ' g' : start system;
case ' q' : quit system;
case ' a' : halt system;
case ' r' : reset system;
case ' f' : shov_fifo_variables();
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case 'v':
case 'p':
case 'n':

}

}

}
case , ,.

sho~_algorithm_variables();

float_pare); 1* set float parameters *1
int_par(); 1* set integer parameters *1
debug_mode(); 1* perform algorithm one time *1

6.4 Implementation of the debug mode

The idea behind debugging is to walk through the algorithm step by step to see if the algorithm
produces the right output ("cold debugging" j see section 2.2). "Step by step" means that
each time a key is pressed the algorithm is performed exactly one time with new values
(debug inputs). These values are called debug floats and debug integers and are placed in the
DP RAM.

The debug mode is based on the flow chart depicted in figure 6.2. The debug mode is
implemented through function debug..modeO in file pcmain.c. The "switch" in figure 2.1 of
section 2.2 is performed by defining a variable debug..mode in file defs.h. If this variable is
defined the debug mode is active, if it is not the debug mode is non-active.

If the system is started in debug mode the DSP processor is halted. Debug floats and debug
integers are set to zero. These parameters simulates the input channels and can be seen" as
virtual input ports. Because there is no need to perform the algorithm in real-time all debug
parameters are placed in the DP RAM and not in the on-chip RAM.

A debug index indicates a particular address of a debug parameter in the DP RAM. The
contents of each address is a value which the algorithm must perform in the next step. When
the space bar is not pressed, the DSP processor will be halted. Otherwise, a flag is set to one by
using the statement PutInt (flag_adr, DUAL, 1) and the DSP processor is released. Until
the flag is set to zero on the DSP, the algorithm is performed with a new debug parameter.
When the flag is set to zero at the end of the algorithm, the DSP is halted, the debug index
is increased by one and the PC is waiting for the space bar to be pressed.

There are two ways of performing the debug mode. The first one is to place the debug pa
rameters in the DP RAM by defining them in file defs.h. Here, they are defined as
*(debugflt_adr + x) and *(debugint-Cl.dr + x), where x indicates the debug index. The
second one is to read an input signal from the I/O cards and to log it to the hard disk. The
logged data is an exact representation of the input signal and represents the debug parame
ters. The data is then placed in the DP RAM by reading the data from the hard disk and
using functions WrBlkFlt (debugflt_adr, DUAL, max_debugflt, debugflt) and
WrBlklnt (debugint_adr, DUAL, max_debugint, debugint) in file pcmain.c. In this way
a block of debug parameters is put in the DP RAM. The variables max_debugfl t and
max_debugint are defined in file pcmain.h. These variables indicate the number of debug
parameters which must be written to the DP RAM. When the variables are read from the
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Figure 6.2: Flow chart of debug mode.
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hard disk they are placed in arrays debugflt and debugint respectively. In the next chapter
both ways are applied on a PID controller.

6.5 System's performance

Eight measurements are done to show the performance of the system:

1. exclusively read data from an input channel

2. exclusively write data to an output channel

3. read data from an input channel and immediately write data to an output channel

4. send data from DSP to PC (data throughput)

5. log data to hard disk

6. display data on screen

7. measure maximum sample frequency without logging

8. measure maximum sample frequency with logging

1. Exclusively read data from an input channel.

Data is exclusively read from one, two and six input channels without performing an algorithm
or writing data to output channels. The number of clock-cycles on the DSP is measured. This
number indicates the time needed for reading data from an input channel. Each clock-cycle
is 60 nsec. The results are listed in table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Results of measurement one
I# input channels I# clock-cycles I-t-=i-m-e---=(-n-s-e"""'c):--

I
~ I ~: I ~:~O
6 64 --:3--::"8...,...,40:----

------

2. Exclusively write data to an output channel.

Data is exclusively written to one, two and six output channels without performing an al
gorithm or reading data from input channels. The number of clock-cycles on the DSP is
measured. This number indicates the time needed for writing data to an output channel.
Each clock-cycle is 60 nsec. The results are listed in table 6.2.
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Table 6.2: Results of measurement two
I # output channels I# clock-cycles I-t'"""'"i-m-e----,-Cn-se-c""""")---,

1

1 114 1
840

2 28 _1,..".6..,...,80,------_----1
6 76 4560

----------'

3. Read data from an input channel and immediately write data to an output
channel.

Data is read from one, two and six input channels and the data is immediately written to
output channels without performing an algorithm. The number of clock-cycles on the DSP is
measured. This number indicates the time needed for reading data from an input channel and
writing data to six output channel without the interference of an algorithm. Each clock-cycle
is 60 nsec. The results are listed in table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Results of measurement three
I # input channels I # clock-cycles l-tC-;i-m-e---:C-n-s-e-'c);--

1

261 186 1

5160

----=------- ~~6 =~=~=~~======

4. Send data from DSP to PC.

Data is read from an input channel and sent from DSP to PC without performing an algorithm.
All measurements are performed with a sample frequency f. of 50 KHz. The average number
of cycles is measured as follows.

When de sample frequency f. is x KHz then every ~ milliseconds the number of cycles is
increased by one. The initial number of cycles is zero. Each time 10000 I/O actions are
performed. One I/O action stands for reading a 16 bit or a 32 bit word from the DP RAM
(this depends on the kind of function that is used for reading data from the DP RAM). The
performing of 10000 I/O actions is done 20 times. For each measurement the average number
of cycles is calculated by adding all numbers of cycles and dividing the result by 20. Thus
the time for performing one I/O action takes (# average cycles x~)/10000 seconds.

Four measurements are done: one for Getlnt (cycles, DUAL) with Int is a 16 bit integer, one
for GetInt (cycles, DUAL) with Int is a 32 bit integer, one for Get32Bit (cycles ,DUAL)
and one for GetFloat (cycles, DUAL). The measurements are performed by exclusively
reading the DP RAM, i.e. without reading the 128 Kw main RAM and the 2 Kw on-chip
RAM. The results are listed in table 6.4. Each cycle is 60 nsec.
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Table 6.4: Results of measurement four

I instruction I# average cycles I time (JLsec) IKb/sec I
GetInt (16 bit) 4412 8.8 221
GetInt (32 bit) 5246 10.5 186
Get32Bit 5357 10.7 182
GetFloat 6845 13.7 143

5. Log data to hard disk.
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Normally data is written to the hard disk as text (ascii). In that case, each character is 8 bits.
Therefore, data is logged binary to the hard disk to increase the performance. This means
that each character is always 16 bits. Suppose i is an integer with i = 1532. If this integer is
written to the hard disk as text this will cost 4 x 8 bits. If this integer is written to the hard
disk as a binary value, this will only cost 16 bits.

The data throughput to the hard disk is measured by using the clock-cycles on the DSP. No
use is made of the interrupt line from the DSP to the PC. The sample frequency is 10 KHz.
No algorithm is performed during the measurement. During 10 seconds data is written to a
file (test. bin) on the hard disk. In that case the file has a size of about 1.5 Mbyte. Thus the
performance is aboutl50 Kbyte/sec.

6. Display data on screen.

This measurement is performed by filling a totally black screen with 640*480 white pixels
(the standard C function putpixelO is used) with no algorithm enabled. This takes 3.041
seconds, thus in one second 101019 pixels can be displayed on screen.

7. Measure maximum sample frequency without logging.

Data is read from the input channels and sent to the output channels without performing
an algorithm and without logging to the hard disk. The results of the measurement of the
maximum sample frequency are listed in table 6.5.

Table 6.5: Results of measurement seven

# input channels I# output channels Imax f. (KHz) I
1 0 88
1 1 83
1 6 64
6 0 70
6 1 66
6 6 53
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8. Measure maximum sample frequency with logging.

Data is read from the input channels and logged to the hard disk while performing a PID
algorithm. The maximum sample frequency that can be used in this configuration is listed
in table 6.6.

Table 6.6: Results of measurement eight

# input channels I # output channels I max f. (KHz) I
0 1 2.2
1 0 2.3
1 1 1.9
0 6 1.8
6 0 2.1
6 6 1.1

6.6 Summary

In this chapter the organization of data in the DP RAM and the on-chip RAM is described.
Data is divided into three categories. Constants are parameters that don't change during
the performing of the algorithm. Variables are parameters that can be set from the PC
(settable parameters) and may change during the process. States are signals that vary each
time instance.

States and non-settable parameters are copied from the on-chip RAM to the DP RAM. On
the PC, these states and parameters are given correct names by using struct definitions and
they are initialized on the DSP. Settable parameters are copied from the DP RAM to the
on-chip RAM and are initialized on the PC by also using struct definitions.

Furthermore, the implementation of the Ward & Mellor transformations from the previous
chapter is described. Some transformations are implemented on the DSP (Convert signals,
Convert selected parameters, Perform algorithm and Timer), some on the PC (Put hard disk
data) and some on both PC and DSP (Process user commands and Control tasks).

A debug mode is performed to walk through the algorithm step by step, i.e. each time a key
is pressed the algorithm is performed exactly one time with new inputs. When the debug
mode is enabled the input channels are replaced by virtual input channels. These virtual
input channels are defined by debug parameters and can be used in two ways to debug the
algorithm. The first one is to define the debug parameters in file defs.h on the DSP. The
second one is to log data from an input channel to the hard disk in order to get an exact
representation of the input signal. The data is put in the DP RAM.

Finally, eight measurements are done to get an impression of the system's performance.
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Example: a simple PID controller

7.1 Description of the PID controller

T he PID control algorithm has the general form

1 t de(t)
m(t) = Kp[e(t) + T; J

o
e(t)dt +Trdil

where e(t) = r(t) - c(t) and c(t) is the measured variable, r(t) is the reference value and e(t)
is the error. K p is the overall controller gain, T; is the integral action time and Td is the
derivative action time.

The ratio between the control signal and the error signal can be adjusted using the propor
tionality constant Kp. Choosing the value of Kp involves a compromise: a high value of Kp
gives a small steady-state error and a fast response, but the response will be oscillatory and
may be unacceptable in many applications. A low value gives a slow response and a large
steady-state error. By adding the integral action term the steady-state error can be reduced
to zero since the integral term integrates the error signal with respect to time. For a given
error value the rate at which the integral term increases is determined by the integral action
time T;. The major advantage of incorporating an integral term arises from the fact that it
compensates for steady-state disturbances that occur in the process being controlled (zero
steady-state error for constant reference signals).

For a few processes which are subjected to sudden disturbances the addition of the derivative
term can give improved performance. Because derivative action produces a control signal
that is related to the rate of change of the error signal, it anticipates the error and hence acts
to reduce the error that would otherwise arise from the disturbance.

The differential equation 7.1 is the time domain representation of the controller. The equiv-
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alent frequency domain representation is

7 - Example: a simple PID controller

(7.2)

In the frequency domain the overall system of controller and plant can be represented by
a block diagram as is depicted in figure 7.1. Both the time domain and frequency domain
representations are continuous representations. To implement the controller using a digital
algorithm a conversion has to be done from a continuous to a discrete representation of the
controller.

E(s)
Gis)

M(s) C(s)

Figure 7.1: General form of a control system in continuous form.

There are several methods of doing this. The simplest is to use first-order finite differences.
Considering the time domain version of the controller (eq. 7.1) the differential and integral
terms are replaced by their discrete equivalents by using the relationships

(7.3)

and hence equation 7.1 becomes

(7.4)

where m(n) represents the value of m at some time interval nL:i.t where n is an integer.

By introducing new parameters as follows:

K; Kp(L:i.t/T;)

Kd Kp(Td/ L:i.t)

where T. = L:i.t = the sampling interval, equation 7.4 can be expressed as an algorithm of the
form

s(n) =

m(n)

s(n - 1) + e(n)

Kpe(n) +K;s(n) +Kd[e(n) - e(n - 1)] (7.5)

where s(n) = the sum of the errors taken over the interval 0 to nT•.
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Writing the code to implement the algorithm given in equation 7.5 is a simple job. The basic
code statements for the ideal PID controller are:

sn = sn + en;
mn = Kp * en + Ki * sn + Kd * (en - enOld);
enOld = en;

However, in practical applications the value of the manipulated variable m(n) is limited by
physical constraints. A regulator with integral action is an input-output unstable system. Its
unstable mode can give rise to difficulties under certain circumstances. Integrator windup can
occur if the output saturates and the controller continues to integrate the error. The output
of the integrator can then assume very large values and it can take a long time to get it back
to a normal value again. This problem is automatically avoided when stop summation is used.
The stop summation technique gives a better response if the integral term is unfrozen once
the sign of the error changes. The sign of the error will change before the output comes out
of saturation. The code statements for the stop summation technique is then given by:

StopSumrnation = ((ron> mnmax)&&(en > 0.0))1 I ((ron < mnmin)&&(en < 0.0));
if(!(StopSummation)) sn += en;
ron = Kp * en + Ki * sn + Kd * (en - enOld);
enOld = en;

The implementation of the PID controller with the stop summation technique is described in
the next section.

7.3 Implementation of the PID controller

7.3.1 Plain implementation

In this section the plain implementation of the PID controller from the previous section is
described. "Plain" means without debugging and without logging to the hard disk. The block
diagram of the control system is depicted in figure 7.2. A square wave with a magnitude of
1 V is used as input signal.

1. Place the source code of the algorithm in function c_intO1() in file dspmain. c30 between
the #ifndef debug..mode and #endif statements. The debug mode must be disabled
by placing variable debug..mode in file defs.h between comment statements.
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File dspmain.c30:

1****************************************************
* your algorithm source code should be placed here *

****************************************************1

#ifndef debug_mode
*debug_status_adr = 0;

#endif

File defs.h:

1* Definition of debug mode. *1

1*
#define debug_mode ON

*1

Gis)
mn

0.5
da-ptr[O]

Figure 7.2: General form of a control system in continuous form.

2. Begin the algorithm with *debug...status_adr = O(see 1). In this way the PC knows
whether or not the system must operate in debug mode.

3. Define the variables which must be displayed "non-stop" on screen as states (floats or
integers) in file defs.h. In the case of the PID algorithm these variables are mn, sum,
error and error_old and they are defined as float states by using statesblock-ptr [x] .
File defs.h:

1****************
* float states *

****************1

#define mn
#define sum
#define error
#define error_old

statesblock_ptr[O]
statesblock_ptr[1]
statesblock_ptr[2]
statesblock_ptr[3]
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4. Initialize these states in function IniLvars 0 in file dspmain.c30.
File dspmain. c:JO:

1****************
* float states *
****************1

mn = 0.000;

sum = 0.000;

error = 0.000;

error_old = 0.000;
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5. Give the float states correct names on the PC by initializing the float states structure
in function iniLdataO in file pcmain.c. After the last name a "-" sign must be given,
because otherwise garbage will be displayed on screen.
File pcmain.c:

1****************
* float states *
****************1

fltstatesarray[O] .name_ptr = strdup("mn") ; fltstatesarray[O] . index = 0;

fltstatesarray[l] .name_ptr = strdup(" sum"); fltstatesarray[l].index = 1 ;

fltstatesarray[2] .name_ptr = strdup("err"); fltstatesarray[2] . index = 2;
fltstatesarray[3] .name_ptr = strdup(" eold"); fltstatesarray[3] . index = 3;
fltstatesarray[4] .name_ptr = strdup("-") ; fltstatesarray[4] . index = 4;

6. Define the variables that not have to be displayed non-stop on screen as parame
ters (floats or integers) in file defs.h. In the case of the PID algorithm these pa
rameters are mnJDin and mnJDax and they are defined as integer parameters by using
pariblock..ptr [x] .
File defs.h:

1**********************
* integer parameters *
**********************1

#define mn_min pariblock_ptr[O]
#define mn_max pariblock_ptr[l]
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7. Initialize these parameters in function Init_vars Oin file dspmain.c30.
File dspmain.c30:

1**********************
* integer parameters *
**********************1

mn_min = -32768;
mn_max = 32768;

1* minimum of -3 volt *1
1* maximum of 3 volt *1

8. Give the integer parameters correct names on the PC by initializing the integer param
eters structure in function init_dataO in file pcmain.c. After the last name a "-" sign
must be given, because otherwise garbage will be displayed on screen.
File pcmain. c:

1**********************
* integer parameters *
**********************1

intpararray[O] .name_ptr = strdup(lImn_min ll
);

intpararray [1] .name_ptr = strdup (IImn_max lI) ;
intpararray[2] .name_ptr = strdup(II-II);

intpararray[O] . index = 0;
intpararray[1] . index = 1;
intpararray[2] . index = 2;

9. Define the variables that must be set by the user as settable parameters(floats or inte
gers) in file de/s.h. In the case of the PID algorithm these parameters are kp, ki and
kd and they are defined as settable float parameters by using setparblock_ptr [x] .
File de/s.h:

1*****************************
* settable float parameters *
*****************************1

#define kp setparblock_ptr[O]
#define ki setparblock_ptr[1]
#define kd setparblock_ptr[2]
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10. Give the settable float parameters correct names on the PC by initializing the settable
float parameters structure in function init_dataOin file pcmain.c. After the last name
a "-" sign must be given, because otherwise garbage will be displayed on screen.
File pcmain.c:

1*****************************
* settable float parameters *
*****************************1

setfltpararray[O].setname_ptr = strdup (Ilkp ll) ; setfltpararray[O] . index = 0;
setfltpararray[l] .setname_ptr = strdup(llki ll ); setfltpararray[l] . index = 1 ;
setfltpararray[2] .setname_ptr = strdup(llkd ll ); setfltpararray[2] . index = 2;
setfltpararray[3] .setname_ptr = strdup(Il-Il); setfltpararray[3] . index = 3;

11. Give the settable float parameters correct initial values in function init...sett_parO in
file pcmain.c.
File pcmain.c:

1*************************************
* initial settable float parameters *
*************************************1

setfltpararray[O] .value = 1.000000;
setfltpararray[l] . value = 0.000000;
setfltpararray[2] . value = 0.000000;

12. In order to give the states and parameters their initial values after a reset, they must
also be defined in function reset 0 in file userctrl.c30.

13. Because one input channel (ad_ptr [0]) and two output channels (da_ptr [0] and
da_ptr [1]) are used ad_O, da_O and da_l in file defs.h must be defined, while the other
channels must be defined as comment.

1* Definitions of the ad and da channels that are to be used. *1

#ifndef
#define

1*
#define
#define
#define
#define

debug_mode
ad_O TRUE

ad_l TRUE
ad_2 TRUE
ad_3 TRUE
ad_4 TRUE
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#define ad_5 TRUE
*/

#define da_O TRUE
#define da_1 TRUE
/*
#define da_2 TRUE
#define da_3 TRUE
#define da3 TRUE
#define da_5 TRUE
*/
#endif

7 - Example: a simple PID controller

14. If input channels four or five must be displayed in graphic mode the variables signaL1
through signaL4 in file pcmain.h must be changed. If, for example, input channel five
in stead of input channel two must be displayed then file pcmain.h changes in:

/* Definitions of signals that have to be displayed. */

#define signal_1 0 /* display input channel 0 */
#define signal_2 5 /* display input channel 5 */
#define signal_3 2 /* display input channel 2 */
#define signa13 3 /* display input channel 3 */

15. Define variable HDLOG in file pcmain.h as FALSE.

16. Variable dsp_inLtime in file pcmain.c returns the number of cycles on the DSP. One
cycle is 60 nsec. This variable is automatically displayed on screen (text mode) and
gives an indication of the performance of the algorithm (including reading and writing
from and to the I/O channels).

7.3.2 Implementation of the PID controller using HD logging

The only difference with the plain implementation from the previous section is that variable
HDLOG in file pcmain.h is now to be defined as TRUE. Suppose the first two output signals
have to be logged to the hard disk. Variables log_daO and log_da1 in file pcmain.h must
then be defined, while the other channels have to be defined as comment by placing their
definitions between comment statements.

In file dspmain.c30 state mn is written to the first output channel (da_ptr [oJ = mn) and state
error is written to the second output channel (da_ptr[1J = error). In this way states can
be logged, because these two output channels are logged to the hard disk by defining log_daO
and log_da1 in file pcmain.h (see above).
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Data is written as binary values to the hard disk (see section 6.5). The system must be told in
what format data must be written to file data. bin. The available formats are floats, integers,
long integers and characters. The formats are defined in file data.frm, where an f represents a
float, an i represents an integer, an 1represents a long integer and a c represents a character.
Table 7.1 shows how many i's file data.frm must contain in order to log data correctly to the
hard disk (data from the I/O cards is read as integers).

Table 7.1: Relationship between # input channels, # output channels and # i's
I # ad channels I # da channels I # i's I

0 1 2
0 2 4
0 3 6
0 4 8 (max.)
1 0 1
1 1 3
1 2 5
1 3 7
1 4 9 (max.)
2 0 2
2 1 4
2 2 6
2 3 8 (max.)
3 0 3
3 1 5
3 2 7
3 3 9 (max.)
4 0 4
5 0 5
6 0 6

Thus if one input signal must be logged to the hard disk, data.frm must contain one i and if
three input channels and two output channels have to be logged, data.frm must contain seven
i's (if the signal consists of integers).

Data is written to file data. bin. When the log procedure has been finished this file contains
binary values. By typing convert data. bin, data of data. bin is converted into file data.log (in
the DOS shell). The contents of this file can be read by simply typing read data. log.

The steps that must be taken can be summarized as follows:

1. Define variable HDLOG in file pcmain.h as TRUE.

2. Define the signals which have to be logged to the hard disk in file pcmain.h.
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3. Follow steps 1 through 16 (except step 15) of the previous section.

4. Modify file data.frm as is described above.

5. Run file pcmain.c.

6. Quit the system if enough data is logged to the hard disk.

7. Go to the DOS shell.

8. Convert file data. bin into file data.log by typing convert data. bin.

9. Read the contents of file data.log by typing read data.log.

Algorithm results

Data from three channels (ad_ptr [0] , da_ptr [0] and da_ptr [1] ) are logged to the hard disk.
Four measurements are done:

1. J(p = 1.0, J(i = 0.0 and J(d = 0.0

2. J(p = 1.0, J(i = 10000 and J(d = 0.0

3. J(p = 1.0, J(i = 0.0 and J(d = 0.001

4. J(p = -0.5, J(i = 5000 and J(d = 0.001

During the measurements is f. = 1 KHz and the input signal is a square wave with a frequency
of 50 Hz and a magnitude of 1 V. The data is implemented in Matlab and the results are
listed in figures 7.3 through 7.10. The dashed signal is the input channel (square wave). Only
two periods (40 data points) are implemented.

Performing of the algorithm without reading or writing from or to the I/O channels takes
10.6 J1sec. When the I/O channels are used the algorithm can be performed in 12.5 J1sec.

7.3.3 Implementation of the PID controller using the debug mode

As was mentioned in section 6.4 debugging can be done in two ways.

1. Debugging by defining debug inputs in file defs.h

The debug mode is enabled by defining debug..mode in file defs.h. The ADC has a full
operational range of +/- 3.0 V (see appendix A). This means that data points may have a
value between _2 15 and 215 , where _2 15 (-32768) is -3.0 V and 215 (32768) is 3.0 V. A square
wave with a frequency of 50 Hz and a magnitude of 1 V can be simulated by 20 debug integer
parameters: 10 integers have a value of 10923 (1.0 V) and 10 integers have a value of -10923
(-1.0 V). These parameters are defined in file defs.h and are initialized in file dspmain.c30
and in function reset 0 in file userctrl.c30.
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Because the input channels are now replaced by virtual input channels (simulated by the
debug integer parameters), the variable error of the algorithm must be calculated with the
debug integer parameters. Every time the space bar is pressed the debug index is increased
by one and the next debug parameter is read from the DP RAM. Remark: in the present
configuration 26 debug float parameters and 26 debug integer parameters can be defined. If
this amount appears to be too small, more definitions must be added in defs.h.

The steps described in section 7.3.1 must be followed to implement this debug option. The
source code used for the algorithm in section 7.3.1 can also be used for the implementation of
the algorithm in debug mode. However, there are a few differences that must be taken into
account:

1. Place the source code of the algorithm in function e-intOl0 in file dspmain.c30between
the #ifdef debugJllode and #endif statements. The debug mode must be enabled by
uncommenting variable debugJllode in file defs.h.
File dspmain.c30:

1****************************************************
* your algorithm source code should be placed here *

****************************************************1

#ifdef debug_mode
*debug_status_adr = 0;

*flag_adr =0;

*ack_adr = 1;
#endif

File defs.h:

1* Definition of debug mode. *1

#define debug_mode ON

2. Begin the algorithm with *debug..status_adr = 1 and end it with *f1ag_adr = 0 and
*ack_adr = 1 (see above). In this way the PC knows that the system must operate
in debug mode and that the DSP processor must be halted when the algorithm is
performed once.

3. Define the variables which must simulate the input signal(s) as debug parameters in file
defs.h. In the case of the PID algorithm these variables are adO through ad19 (20 data
points represent one period if f. is 1000 Hz and the frequency of the function generator
is 50 Hz) and they are defined as debug integers by using * (debugint...adr + x) where
x is an integer between 0 and 19.
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File defs.h:

/************************************
* integer parameters in debug mode *

************************************/

#define adO *debugint3 dr
#define ad1 *(debugint_adr + 1)
#define ad2 *(debugint_adr + 2)

#define ad19 *(debugint_adr + 19)

4. Variable ad_ptr [0] used in the algorithm in section 7.3.1 must be replaced by
*(debugint-adr + (*debug_index_adr)). Variable debug_index_adr is increased each
time the space bar is pressed.
Without debugging (file dspmain.c30):

error = ad_ptr[O] - da_ptr[O];

With debugging (file dspmain.c30):

2. Debugging by logging an input signal to hard disk

In the previous option the user simulates an input signal by defining correct values for the
debug parameters. For a square wave this is not a problem (the only problem is the large
amount of debug parameters that have to be defined when a small sample frequency is used),
but it is a problem for signals that are difficult to simulate. For this kind of signals adc.exe
reads an input signal from the I/O cards and writes data to file ad_data. bin. However, before
executing adc.exe the type of format must be defined as is explained in the previous option
(use ad_data.frm). At the end of conversion file ad_data. bin needs to be converted into file
ad_data.log by using convert ad_data. bin.

When pcmain.c is run in debug mode file ad_data.log is read. Data from this file is then placed
at address debugflt_adr or debugint_adr in the DP RAM by using functions WrBlkFltO
and WrBlklntO (see section 6.4).

File pcmain.h contains definitions for the maximum debug float parameters and debug integer
parameters. The values of max_debugflt and max_debugint depend on the amount of data
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points which are needed for one period ofthe input signal (see previous section). Remark: if
this option is to be used, the definitions of the debug parameters in defsh.h have to be placed
between comment signs.

The steps that must be taken can be summarized as follows:

1. Remove the debug parameters in file defs.h as comment.

2. Follow step one, two and four of the previous option.

3. Define the maximum number of debug parameters in file pcmain.h. For example, if f.
is 1000 Hz and the frequency of the function generator is 50 Hz then one period of a
signal consists of 20 data points. Thus if the debug mode must be performed with two
periods, the maximum number of debug parameters (max_debugflt and max_debugint)
must be 40.

4. Modify file ad_data.frm as is described in section 7.3.2 (use table 7.1).

5. Use adc.exe to log data to the hard disk. Convert ad_data. bin by typing convert
ad_data. bin (in the DOS shell).

6. Run file pcmain.c.

7.4 Summary

An algorithm for an ideal PID controller is obtained. However, in practical applications
integrator windup can occur. Therefore, a stop summation technique is presented to solve the
problem of reset windup or integrator saturation. This technique is used in a PID algorithm
to show the usage of the real-time environment. The algorithm is performed in three ways:
plain, (i.e. without debugging and without logging to hard disk), with logging to hard disk
and with debugging.

The algorithm can be performed in 10.6 J.lsec if the I/O channels are not used. If data is read
from and written to the I/O channels, performing of the algorithm takes 12.5 J.lsec. Data
which is logged to the hard disk is implemented in Matlab. The debug mode is used in two
ways: debugging by defining debug inputs in file defs.h and debugging by logging an input
signal to the hard disk.
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Conclusions and recommendations

8.1 Conclusions

A real-time environment has been designed and realized on a DSP-PC system. Through
the environment the user is able to perform his algorithm on the system. The environment is
capable of reading and writing from or to 110 cards, logging data to the hard disk, displaying
data and signals on screen and setting parameters. Furthermore, a simple debug facility has
been performed in order to perform the algorithm one time by pressing a key.

The real-time environment has been performed in three stages: a literature study (to get some
knowledge of real-time systems), software design and software implementation (realization).
The conclusions made during those steps can be summarized as follows .

• A literature study has been done on real-time systems. Several definitions of real-time
systems can be found in literature, but concerning the content they are identical. A
real-time system can be defined as a system that must produce correct responses within
a definite time limit, because otherwise performance or malfunction results. At this
point a discussion could be made whether or not the environment runs in real time or
not. Tasks that run on the DSP have hard time constraints and therefore the real
time environment is a hard real-time environment. However, tasks that run on the
PC (except logging to the hard disk) have soft time constraints and in that case the
environment is a soft real-time environment .

• Most aspects and problems concerning real-time systems are not applied to the DSP
PC system. However, it is useful to divide the tasks that must run on the system into
two categories. Tasks with hard time constraints must run in the foreground, while
tasks with soft time constraints or no time constraints must run in the background.
Background tasks must run when no interrupts are being processed, while foreground
tasks must be executed within a short time of the occurence of the interrupt. Therefore,
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background tasks must run on the PC and foreground tasks must run on the DSP. In
this way a clear distinction between tasks with different priorities is obtained.

• The Ward & Mellor method appears to be a structured development method for real
time systems. Through this method the software design for the real-time environment
has been graphically described. By dividing the context scheme into two transformations
a distinction between the DSP and the PC has been made.

• The implementation ofthe real-time environment has been performed in the C language.
Data acquisition, processing of user commands and performing of the algorithm are
implemented on the DSP. States and non-settable parameters are initialized on the
DSP by copying their values from the on-chip RAM to the DP RAM. Commands that
can be given by the user are processed on the PC. Settable parameters are initialized
on the PC by placing their values in the DP RAM. These parameters are then copied
from the DP RAM to the on-chip RAM.

• A PID controller has been implemented to illustrate the usage of the real-time environ
ment. If no data is read from or written to the I/O cards the performing of the PID
algorithm takes 10.6 J.1sec. Performing the algorithm while using the I/O channels takes
12.5 J.1sec (i.e. real time).

8.2 Recommendations

Although the system works properly most times, there are some problems that arise in par
ticular cases.

• The maximum frequency of a signal which can be displayed in graphic mode is about
20 Hz. When the sample frequency increases disturbances arise in the signal which is
displayed on screen, because the whole screen is updated every sample. This problem
may be solved by using the implementation of updating the screen as is done in MACS.
Here, only the new value is put on screen, while the rest of the screen remains unchanged.

• As is clear from the performance measurements, logging to the hard disk results in a
degradation of the system's performance. Because there is enough space left in the
DP RAM it is recommended to place the outputs of the algorithm in the DP RAM
before logging to the hard disk. If enough data is stored in the DP RAM the data
acquisition can be stopped and logging to the hard disk can be started. In this way,
logging to the hard disk becomes a background task.

• Resetting the system sometimes leads to an incorrect initial state of the system. It is
assumed that some functions in the assembler routine (dsp.asm) does not work properly.

• Although the debug facility can be used to perform the algorithm one time ("step
by step"), it may be implemented more efficiently. In the present configuration the
algorithm needs to be modified when using the debug mode. This can be avoided
by defining six addresses in the DP RAM representing variables ad_ptr [oJ through
ad_ptr [5J. Each time the space bar is pressed six values must be read from a file. These
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values represent the six inputs and must be copied to the six addresses in the DP RAM.
In this way, the algorithm needs not to be modified, but the variables ad_ptr [0] through
ad_ptr [5] can still be used. In debug mode the algorithm then reads the inputs from
the DP RAM.

Additionally, some further work can be done:

• Adapt the SIMULINK Real-Time Workshop software for the DSP-PC system. The
Real-Time Workshop is an automatic C language code generation environment for
SIMULINK. It produces C code directly from SIMULINK graphical models and au
tomatically builds programs that can be run in real-time in a variety of environments.
The real-time code can be compiled on the PC using the TMS320C30 cross com
piler. The object file is then downloaded to the DSP board, which is manufactured
by dSPACE. It executes on the DSP and interfaces with external hardware via the A/D
and D/ A converters installed on the board. Thus both DSP boards use the TMS320C30
chip, but they are produced by different manufacturers. In the case of the LSI board
the I/O ports are external to the board while the dSPACE board has on-board I/O
ports.

• Use the system in conjunction with SPOX. SPOX is a DSP operating system specif
ically designed to meet the needs of high-end DSP microprocessors. The capabilities
provided by SPOX fall into four broad categories: real-time multi- tasking, I/O and
communications, a C standard library and DSP application functions.

• At the time this report was written a digital interface circuit was built. The working
of this circuit must be tested. If the circuit works properly software must be written to
read and write data from and to the circuit when using the real-time environment.
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Appendix A

Hardware configuration of the
DSP-PC system

T his appendix contains a detailed description of the hardware configuration of the sys
tem.

A.I Description of the TMS320C30 PC Processor Board

The TMS320C30 board is a so-called processor board. The board consists of a digital sig
nal processor TMS320C30 from Texas Instruments, DSPLINK (parallel expansion), memory
expansion, prototyping area, two serial ports and several links (jumpers). The DSPLINK is
connected to three 16 bit Stereo Interface Boards from LSI. These boards are described in
section A.2.

The board is suitable only for the PC AT and compatibles, as it uses the full 16 bit interface.
Access to memory passes through the dual porting hardware on the TMS320C30 board. The
TMS320C30 dual port interface includes an address counter for block transfers. Furthermore,
it includes hardware to transfer data between the 16 bit AT bus and the 32 bit DSP bus.
Interrupts from the PC to the TMS320C30 and vice-versa are supported.

The base address (the eight most significant address lines) of the block of I/O ports at the
PC side is specified by link LK2, which allows a possible 256 locations. A few recommended
base addresses are 290h (default), 390h, 690h and 790h. These recommended addresses avoid
the I/O ports used by most of the "standard" expansion cards found within PCs.

The TMS320C30 PC Interface Registers are mapped as is listed in table A.L Only word
accesses to this interface are permissable. In accesses to the board when the TMS320C30 has
been held, the full 24 bit address is used. When the board has not been held, only the least
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Table A.l: I/O ports for the PC interface in the PC memory map of the TMS320C30 board

IADDRESS IREGISTER IFUNCTION

BASE + 0 DATA(L) 32 bit Data Register
BASE + 2 DATA(H)
BASE + 4 ADDRESS(L) 24 bit Address Register
BASE + 6 ADDRESS(H)
BASE + 8 CTRL/STAT 16 bit Control/Status Register
BASE + C INTR Interrupt Register

significant 16 bits are used in the 64K word dual port area. If only the dual port area is to be
used the Address Register at BASE + 6 need not be updated before each access. By setting
bits in the Control Register (BASE + 8) the address can be made to count up or down after
each address.

The board is designed to operate without the need to interrupt the PC. It is supplied with
no interrupt facility enabled. However, in some circumstances one might need to generate an
interrupt to the PC. This can be done using LK5. One can generate one of six interrupts
(IRQ 3,4, 5, 6, 7 or 9). Between the DSP and the PC there is a physical interrupt line. The
various parts of the board are described in the next part of this section.

A.I.! Memory

On the board there are 24 memory chips installed. Each chip is a 64K x 4 device, has
24 pins and is static RAM (CMOS). The maximum access time of the 16 devices that form
the 128Kw main RAM is 25 nsec. The maximum access time of the 8 devices that form the
64Kw DP RAM is 15 nsec. The maximum access time is defined as the time interval between
the address becoming valid and the valid data appearing at the output with the device in the
read mode and the chip enable active. The memory map of the TMS320C30 development and
applications board is given in table A.2. The chip is configured to operate in microprocessor
mode (see section A.3.2),placing the interrupt locations in external memory and disabling the
internal RAM at these locations. Two internal RAM memory blocks (IK word long) operate
at the full processor speed with zero wait-states. Two memory areas are provided off-chip to
supplement the 2K word RAM provided on-chip:

• Area A is divided into two areas. One 64K bank is configured with zero wait-state
devices. External memory uses a hardware wait-state generator (on the board, but
external to the TMS320C30 chip) to accomodate the different access times required
by the various memory areas. Each area is 64K words long. Wait-states are set by
on-board links to suit the speed of memory device used (see section AA).
For correct operation, memory area A must always be configured via the Primary
Bus Control Register (at address 808064h) to respond only to externally controlled
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wait-states to allow external hold requests and have 64K word bank sizes. The area is
accessed from the PC by cycle stealing from the DSP if they both try to access this
area simultaneously.
After a reset of the TMS320C30, the Primary Bus Control Register defaults to an
incorrect state so that programs should set up this register by writing 800h to address
808064h. The Secondary Bus Control Register should also be set up by writing Oh to
address 808060h (the secondary bus is the same as DSPLINK).

Table A.2: Memory map of the TMS320C30 board
I----;;B:;:-A~N=K;----------,I SIZE (WORDS) IWAIT-STATES I ADDRESS

o(Area A) 64K 0/1 OOOOOOh to OOFFFFh
1 (Area A) 64K 0/1 010000h to 01FFFFh
3 (Area B) 16K or 64K 0/1 030000h to 03FFFFh
Memory Expansion 7936K User defined 400000h to 7FFFFFh
Connector
DSPLINK 8K 2 800000h to 801FFFh
Reserved 8K 802000h to 803FFFh
Prototyping and PC 8K 2 804000h to 805FFFh
interrupts
Reserved 8K 806000h to 807FFFh
On-chip peripherals 6K Internal 808000h to 8097FFh
RAM 0 1K Internal 809800h to 809BFFh
RAM 1 1K Internal 809COOh to 809FFFh
Memory Expansion 8152K User defined 80AOOOh to FFFFFFh
Connector

• Area B is used for transfer of data between the PC and the DSP. Both 64K words of
one wait-state memory and 16K x 4 devices can be fitted. Wait-states and memory size
are set by on-board links (see section AA).
Area B is true dual ported memory in that it may be accessed without halting the chip.
Therefore, many of the library functions include a parameter which identifies the type
of memory to be accessed. Although the PC can read and write other memory areas
on the board, it incurs more overhead because the DSP chip must be held during PC
accesses.

A memory expansion connector is available to provide the user to access the unused external
memory space on the primary TMS320C30 bus. Only daughter boards, such as 32 bit I/O
boards, can be connected.
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A.1.2 User prototyping area

On the board there is some place left for the user to construct his own custom circuitry. In
this way, user specific digital or analog interface circuitry can be added to produce a single
board solution with the possibility of moving to a custom printed circuit card at some later
stage. Around the periphery of the prototyping area and elsewhere connections can be found
for a number of address and data and control lines, mainly originating directly from the
TMS320C30 itself.

A.l.3 Parallel expansion (DSPLINK)

A parallel expansion system is provided as a memory-mapped peripheral area. The DSPLINK
interface supports 16 bit parallel transfers at a maximum rate of 5 Million 16 bit words/sec,
including software overhead. A more typical "Peak Software Transfer Rate" is 3.33 Million
words/sec. The actual data transfer rate over the DSPLINK depends on two things:

1. The rate at which the master can read or write data.

2. The rate at which the slave can be read from or written to.

In general, most standard DSPLINK master boards automatically insert one processor wait
state between accesses. In the present configuration the DSPLINK master board inserts
no wait-state. Increasing throughput by eliminating DSPLINK wait-states does noLcome
without a penalty. One must be extremely careful in his design to meet very stringent timing
requirements. The actual throughput one can get depends on where the data is going after
the DSP reads it in from DSPLINK or where the data comes from before the DSP puts it
out to DSPLINK. Transfers over DSPLINK use two wait-states to achieve a 180 nsec transfer
cycle. 8K secondary bus memory locations are available and multiple slave boards can be
accomodated.

The DSPLINK expansion ports are mapped between address 800000h and 801FFFh. Thirteen
address lines (AO to A12) provide access to 8K I/O locations. Each location occupies a 32 bit
word in the TMS320C30's memory space (memory-mapped I/O), but only the most significant
16 bits are used (DSPLINK is only 16 data bits wide). When reading from the I/O cards,
the 16 bits that are read have to be converted to 32 bits. The 16 bits have to be shifted to
the right, which means that they have to be shifted to the least significant part. The most
significant part is filled with zeros. In this way, a 32 bit word is formed. When writing to the
I/O cards the opposite has to be done (the bits have to be shifted to the left). All boards
that support the DSPLINK standard interface fall into one of two categories:

1. DSPLINK master boards

2. DSPLINK slave boards

Master, in this context, means that the DSP chip on the processor board controls the activity
on DSPLINK. Slaves, on the other hand, are controlled by the master. Transfers between the
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master and slave can be polled or interrupt driven. In polled mode, the master periodically
checks a Status Register on the slave board to see if an action should be taken. In interrupt
driven mode, the slave asserts an interrupt into the DSP chip on the master board to initiate
an action.

All of the DSPLINK master boards contain a DSP chip. There are two types of master
boards:

1. System boards

2. Processor boards

Figure A.l shows the timing specifications for the standard DSPLINK master boards.
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Figure A.l: Timing specifications for DSPLINK

System boards contain a DSP chip, memory and one or more on-board analog I/O channels.
Processor boards do not have on-board analog I/O channels, thus in the present configuration
the DSP board is a processor board.

The W/R signal (W indicates a negative-true signal) and the address lines will be valid a
minimum of 10 nsec before the IDE strobe (I/O enable) goes low on write cycles. On read
cycles, IDE strobe changes at the same time as the address lines. Data to be read or data
being written should be valid a minimum of 30 nsec before IDE goes high at the end of the
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access. Data, W/R and address lines are held a minimum of 10 nsec after this event. In
general, the IDE strobe will be low for not less than 150 nsec for a port access.

A.1.4 Data transfers from the DSP to the PC

Data is transferred to/from the TMS320C30 board via the 32 bit Data Registers. Once the
address of the data to be accessed has been set up, two 16 bit transfers over the PC I/O bus
are required to complete the 32 bit access.

From the DSP point of view it is a matter of memory-mapped I/O, while from the PC
point of view it is a matter of I/O mapped I/O. The principle of memory-mapped I/O and
I/O mapped I/O has already been explained in section 3.1.2.

To read data from the board, the least significant 16 bit word is read first from the Data
Register at address BASE + o. This causes a 32 bit data value to be read from the TMS320C30
on-board memory and to be latched into the Data Registers in the interface hardware. The
upper 16 bit word is then read from address BASE + 2.

The interrupt to the PC is set by the DSP writing to address 804004h. The DSP can check
on the status of this interrupt by checking bit 31 of address 804005h. If this bit is set, the
PC has not yet acknowledged the interrupt.

To clear the interrupt, one must read from the PC Interface Interrupt Register at address
BASE + C. The interrupt status can be obtained from bit 6 of the PC Interface Status
Register at address BASE + 8 (see table A.l). Note: before attempting to interrupt or
signal the PC from the DSP, the interrupt to the PC should always be cleared by the user by
reading address BASE + C.

A.1.5 Data transfers from the PC to the DSP

As mentioned in the previous part, the interfacing with the PC is established through a
number of I/O ports on the PC (I/O mapped I/O). Through these ports the DP RAM can
be accessed and several states of the DSP can be controlled. The ports are listed in table A.l,
which indicates the I/O space.

To write data to the board, the least significant 16 bit word is first written to the register at
BASE + O. The most significant 16 bit word is then transferred to the register at address
BASE +2. The action of writing this location initiates the 32 bit transfer into the TMS320C30
on-board memory.

If the HOLD bit in the Control Register at address BASE + 8 has been asserted (active low)
and a HOLDA valid signal received back (i.e. bit 1 of Status Register at address BASE + 8
is low) then the PC data transfers can access any populated memory area on the board.
However, if the HOLDA signal is not active then only the dual ported area (Area B) of the
board can be accessed. The HOLDA signal from the TMS320C30 affects the data transfer
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mechanism to both the dual ported area (Area B) and the local memory (Area A). The bits
in the Control Register and in the Status Register are listed in table A.3 and in table AA
respectively.

Table A.3: Bits in the Control Register of the TMS320C30 Board

IBIT INAME IFUNCTION

0 RESET Generates a reset to the processor. Active:
high.

1 /HOLD When active, this signal will halt the
TMS320C30. Active: low.

2 ICNTRENB Used to enable the interface address
counter. Low: enables counter.

3 CNTRDIR Sets interface address counter to count up
(0) or down (1).

4 FLAG IN General-purpose flag to the TMS320C30.
Can be used to synchronize program op-
eration or data transfers.

Note: if a HOLD or UNHOLD to the processor is initiated, then a valid acknowledge signal
must be detected before attempting a data transfer.

To interrupt the DSP from the PC, one must write to the PC Interface Interrupt Register
(table A.1) at address BASE + C. The status ofthis interrupt is determined from bit 5 of the
PC Interface Status Register. This interrupt is cleared by the DSP reading from 804004h.

A.2 Description of the 16 bit Stereo Interface Boards

A.2.1 Outline description

The 16 bit Stereo Interface Board (SIB) is designed to connect directly to the TMS320C30
PC Processor Board. The boards consist of two AID converters and two DIA converters
each. Each analog input channel consists of a Programmable Gain input amplifier, a 4th
order lowpass filter, a Sample and Hold amplifier and a fast AID converter giving a 16 bit
resolution with 14 bit linearity. The timer, filters and gain amplifiers can all be configured
through jumpers and resistor packs (the resistor packs should be used for the filters to obtain
the desired cut-off frequency).

The differential input signal is first fed through a Programmable Gain amplifier to support a
range of peak to peak input signal levels. It is then passed into a low pass filter and a Sample
and Hold amplifier. The output signal of the Sample and Hold will follow its input signal
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until a trigger pulse is received by the A/D converter. This trigger will enable the signal to
be captured and held during the analog-to-digital conversion process. The resulting 16 bit
word is clocked out of the A/D converter serial output into a Shift/Storage Register. At this
point the sampled data in the Shift Register can be read by the host DSP for processing.
Any processed data may also be written back into the Shift Register before the next trigger
pulse is received. The Shift Register data is clocked out to the D/ A converter when the next
data sample is clocked in. The resulting analog signal is then filtered before being seen at the
channel output.

Table A.4: Bits in the Status Register of the TMS320C30 board

I BIT I NAME IFUNCTION

0 /RESET Determines status of the processor RESET pin.
Active: low.

1 /HOLDA This bit is low when the DSP has acknowledged
that it has halted.

2 Not used.
3 FLAG OUT Can be used for synchronization of programs or

transfers.
4 FLAG IN Status of the flag to the DSP. Set and reset via

the Control Register.
5 INT PC Status of the interrupt to the PC from the

TMS320C30 board.
6 INTDSP Status of interrupt to the DSP from the PC.
7-15 Not used.

In addition to the two analog channels the board contains a programmable sample rate timer,
Control and Status Registers and circuitry to interface the board to the DSPLINK connector.
Furthermore, each board has two 1 bit digital input and output channels. These channels
can be used for synchronization.

A.2.2 Interface to the nsp

The board occupies four locations in the I/O addressing range of the DSPLINK master
processor board. The registers of one I/O board are shown in table A.5. Note: The BASE
address is not the same as the BASE address of thePC processor board. The BASE address
of the SIB can be configured through LK4(see section A.4). Reading Shift Register A will
clear the end of conversion (EOC) flag for channel A. Reading Shift Register B will clear the
EOC flag for channel B.

The conversion can be triggered in three ways. The first way is with the timer on the SIB, the
second way is with software through a register and the third way is with an external trigger.
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Table A.5: Registers of the SIB
\-A:-::D=D=R=ES=S::-I WRITE I---=R::-:E=-A:-::D=------.

BASE + 0 Control Register Status Register
BASE + 1 Timer Register Not useful
BASE + 2 Shift Register A Shift Register A
BASE + 3 Shift Register B Shift Register B
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The bits in the Control Register and in the Status Register are listed in table A.6 and in
table A.7 respectively. Note: the EOC flags will go high approximately 200 nsec before data
becomes valid in the Shift Register. To avoid reading false data this must be allowed in the
program if an exceptionally fast polling or interrupt service routine is used.

Table A.6: Bits in the Control Register of the SIB
'---=B=-=I=T,..--,I---=N-=-A:-::M:--==E-----I FUNCTION

0 SjWARE TRIGGER A 1 to 0 transistion will start a conversion.
1 Not used.
2 BIT OUT PIN 11 Can be used to control external circuitry.
3 BIT OUT PIN 12 See bit 2.
4 ENABLE CHANNEL A If this bit is set to 0, then conversions on channel A

are inhibited.
5 ENABLE CHANNEL B See bit 4.
6 EOC INT ENABLE A End of conversion on channel A sets a flag in the Status

Register. If this bit is a 1, then an interrupt is also
generated. Setting this bit to a 0 masks any end of
conversion interrupt from channel A.

7 EOC INT ENABLE B See bit 6.

A.2.3 Conversion timing

Referring to figure A.2 the timing of a conversion cycle on either channel can be seen. Control
Register bit 4 is set to 1 to start a conversion on channel A when a trigger signal is received. A
falling edge on the trigger signal initiates the cycle. It causes the Sample and Hold amplifier
to enter the hold mode until the end of conversion which takes 4.3 J.Lsec. The process of
converting is indicated by bit 4 of the Status Register for channel A. This bit is 1 during
conversion and 0 otherwise. The EOC is signalled to the DSP by a transition from 0 to 1 of a
flag in the Status Register. Using the on-board timer the maximum sampling frequency that
can be used on a single channel is 157 KHz. This limit is determined by the time taken
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Table A.7: Bits in the Status Register of the SIB

IFUNCTION

0,1 SjWARE TRIGGER These two status bits reflect the state of bit 0 in the
Control Register.

2 BIT IN PIN 4 This bit is controlled from an external input on pin 4.
If this pin is not connected, then bit 2 will appear as
logic 1 because of a pull-up resistor.

3 BIT IN PIN 5 See bit 2.
4 STATUS CHANNEL A This bit goes high at the start of a conversion on chan-

nel A and remains high throughout the conversion pe-
riod. The conversion time is approximately 4 /1sec.

5 STATUS CHANNEL B See bit 4.
6 EGC FLAG CHANNEL A The end of a conversion on channel A sets this flag.

The flag is reset low by reading Shift Register A.
7 EGC FLAG CHANNEL B See bit 6.

Trigger Pulse -----Jnf------
Converting

(Status bit 4)

EOC flag

(Status bit 6)

.. 4.3 J.l.sec

Read Shift

Register A

Figure A.2: Timing of a conversion cycle of one I/O port

to serially transfer 16 bits into the Shift Register for transfer over DSPLINK. If an external
trigger is used the pulse width of the trigger pulse will also affect this limit.

Sampling rates up to 300 KHz can be achieved by feeding the input signal to both channels
and sampling on each channel alternately. The success of the method is dependent on the
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sampling rate being such that the next trigger pulse occurs before the end of conversion on
one channel.

The external trigger pulse should have a maximum pulse width duration of 150 nsec and
minimum period of 6.5 f-Lsec to achieve a sampling rate of 153 KHz on one channel. If the
pulse duration is any longer then the maximum sampling frequency will be reduced.

A.3 The Digital Signal Processor TMS320C30

A.3.t General description

The TMS320C30 internal busing and special digital signal processing instruction set provide
speed and flexibility. This combination produces a processor capable of executing up to 33
MFLOPS (million floating-point operations per second). The TMS320C30 optimizes speed
by implementing functions in hardware that other processors implement through software or
microcode.

The TMS320C30 can perform parallel multiply and ALU operations on integer or floating
point data in a single cycle. The processor also possesses a general-purpose register file,
program cache, dedicated auxiliary register arithmetic units (ARAU), internal dual-access
memories, one Direct Memory Access (DMA) channel supporting concurrent I/O and a short
machine-cycle time. High performance and ease of use are achieved through greater paral
lelism, greater accuracy and general-purpose features.

Some key features of the TMS320C30 are listed below.

• 60 nsec single-cycle instruction execution time (33 MFLOPS, 16.7 MIPS (million in
structions per second))

• one 4K x 32 bit single-cycle dual-access on-chip ROM block

• two 1K x 32 bit single-cycle dual-access on-chip RAM blocks

• 64 x 32 bit instruction cache

• 32 bit instruction and data words, 24 bit addresses

• on-chip DMA controller for concurrent I/O and CPU operation

• two 32 bit timers
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A.3.2 Memory organization

The memory organization of the DSP chip is depicted in figure A.3.

CACHE
(64x32)

RAM
block 0
(lKx32)

RAM
block 1
(lKx32)

ROM
block

(4Kx32)

32 24 32 24 32 32 24
I'

To address and data buses

Figure A.3: Memory organization of the TMS320C30

The total memory space of the TMS320C30 is 16M (million) 32 bit words. Program, data and
I/O space are contained within this 16M word address space, thus allowing tables, coefficients,
program code or data to be stored in either RAM or ROM. In this way, memory usage can
be maximized and memory space allocated as desired.

The ROM block is 4K x 32 bit. Each RAM and ROM block is capable of supporting two
accesses in a single cycle. The separate program buses, data buses and DMA buses allow
for parallel program fetches, data reads and writes and DMA operations. In this way the
CPU can access two data values in one RAM block and perform an external program fetch
in parallel with the DMA loading another RAM block, all within a single cycle. Within the
ROM block there are 192 locations for interrupt vectors, trap vectors and a reserved space.

A 64 x 32 bit instruction cache stores often repeated sections of code. This greatly reduces
the number of off-chip accesses necessary and allows code to be stored off-chip in slower,
lower-cost memories. Three bits are provided in the CPU Status Register to control the
clear, enable or freeze of the cache (see table A.12). The cache can operate in a completely
automatic fashion without the need for user intervention.

The memory map is dependent upon whether the processor is running in the microprocessor
mode or the microcomputer mode. In microprocessor mode the 4K on-chip ROM is not
mapped into the TMS320C30 memory map. In microcomputer mode the 4K on-chip ROM
is mapped into locations Oh through OFFFh. In the present configuration the microprocessor
mode is used. Table A.8 shows the memory maps of both modes.
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Oh Interrupt locations and Oh Interrupt locations and
reserved (192) reserved (192)

COh External STRB active COh ROM (internal)
1000h External STRB active

800000h Expansion bus MSTRB 800000h Expansion bus MSTRB
active (8K) active (8K)

802000h Reserved (8K) 802000h Reserved (8K)
804000h Expansion bus IOSTRB 804000h Expansion bus IOSTRB

active (8K) active (8K)
806000h Reserved 806000h Reserved (8K)
808000h Peripheral bus memory- 808000h Peripheral bus memory-

mapped registers (inter- mapped registers (inter-
nal) (6K) nal) (6k)

809800h RAM block 0 (1K) 809800h RAM block 0 (1K)
(internal) (internal)

809COOh RAM block 1 (1K) 809COOh RAM block 1 (1K)
(internal) (internal)

80AOOOh External STRB active 80AOOOh External STRB active
Microprocessor mode Microcomputer mode

Table A.8: Memory maps of microprocessor mode and microcomputer mode
ILOCATION IFUNCTION ILOCATION IFUNCTION

The memory-mapped peripheral registers are located starting at address 808000h. The pe
ripheral bus memory map is shown in table A.9. Each peripheral occupies a 16 word region
of the memory map.

Table A.9: Peripheral bus memory map
I--=L:-::O=:-::C=-A7"":T=I=O=N-=-1 FUNCTION

808000h DMA controller registers (16)
808010h Reserved (16)
808020h Timer 0 registers (16)
808030h Timer 1 registers (16)
808040h Serial port 0 registers (16)
808050h Serial port 1 registers (16)
808060h Primary and expansion port registers (16)
808070h Reserved
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A.3.3 Interrupts

The TMS320C30 supports multiple internal and external interrupts which can be used for a
variety of applications. External interrupts are synchronized internally. Once synchronized,
the interrupt input will set the corresponding Interrupt Flag (IF) Register bit if the interrupt
is active. Table A.I0 and table A.11 show the IF Register and Interrupt Enable (IE) Register
respectively.

Table A.I0: CPU Interrupt Flag Register
Ir:B=-=I=T'---1 NAME I FUNCTION

0 INTO External interrupt 0 flag
1 INTI External interrupt 1 flag
2 INT2 External interrupt 2 flag
3 INT3 External interrupt 3 flag
4 XINTO Serial port 0 transmit interrupt flag
5 RINTO Serial port 0 receive interrupt flag
6 XINTI Serial port 1 transmit interrupt flag
7 RINTI Serial port 1 receive interrupt flag
8 TINTO Timer 0 interrupt flag
9 TINTI Timer 1 interrupt flag
10 DINTO DMA channel interrupt flag
11-31 Reserved Value undefined

External interrupts can be effectively either edge- or level-triggered, depending on the duration
of the low level on the interrupt input. If the interrupt is held low for between one and three
cycles, then only one interrupt is recognized. If the interrupt is held low three or more cycles,
more than one interrupt may be recognized depending on how rapidly interrupts are serviced.

When a particular interrupt is processed by the CPU or DMA controller, the corresponding
interrupt flag bit is cleared by the internal interrupt acknowledge signal. The IF Register bits
may be read and written under software control. Writing a 1 to an IF Register bit sets the
associated interrupt flag to 1. Similiarly, writing a 0 resets the corresponding interrupt flag
to o. In this way, all interrupts may be triggered and/or cleared through software.

Internal interrupts operate in a similar manner. The bit in the IF Register corresponding
to an internal interrupt may be read and written through software. Writing a 1 sets the
interrupt latch and writing a 0 clears it.

The CPU Global Interrupt Enable (GIE) bit, located in the CPU Status Register (see ta
ble A.12), controls all CPU interrupts. All DMA interrupts are controlled by the DMA GIE
bit, which is not dependent upon the GIE bit in the Status Register and is local to the DMA.
The DMA GIE bit is not directly accessible through software.
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Table A.11: CPU/DMA Interrupt Enable Register

IBIT INAME IFUNCTION

0 EINTO Enable external interrupt 0 (CPU)
1 EINTI Enable external interrupt 1 (CPU)
2 EINT2 Enable external interrupt 2 (CPU)
3 EINT3 Enable external interrupt 3 (CPU)
4 EXINTO Enable serial port 0 transmit interrupt (CPU)
5 ERINTO Enable serial port 0 receive interrupt (CPU)
6 EXINTI Enable serial port 1 transmit interrupt (CPU)
7 ERINTI Enable serial port 1 receive interrupt (CPU)
8 ETINTO Enable timer 0 interrupt (CPU)
9 ETINTI Enable timer 1 interrupt (CPU)
10 EDINT Enable DMA controller interrupt (CPU)
11-15 Reserved Value undefined
16 EINTO Enable external interrupt 0 (DMA)
17 EINTI Enable external interrupt 1 (DMA)
18 EINT2 Enable external interrupt 2 (DMA)
19 EINT3 Enable external interrupt 3 (DMA)
20 EXINTO Enable serial port 0 transmit interrupt (DMA)
21 ERINTO Enable serial port 0 receive interrupt (DMA)
22 EXINTI Enable serial port 1 transmit interrupt (DMA)
23 ERINTI Enable serial port 1 receive interrupt (DMA)
24 ETINTO Enable timer 0 interrupt (DMA)
25 ETINTI Enable timer 1 interrupt (DMA)
26 EDINT Enable DMA controller interrupt (DMA)
27-32 Reserved Value undefined
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0 C Carry flag
1 V Overflow flag
2 Z Zero flag
3 N Negative flag
4 UF Floating-point underflow flag
5 LV Latched overflow flag
6 LUF Latched floating-point underflow

flag
7 DVM Overflow mode flag. If DVM = 0,

then the overflow mode is turned off.
8 RM Repeat mode flag
9 Reserved Read as 0
10 CF Cache freeze. When CF = 1 the

cache is frozen.
11 CE Cache enable. CE = 1 enables the

cache.
12 CC Cache clear. CC = 1 invalidates all

entries in the cache.
13 GIE Global Interrupt Enable. If GIE =

1 the CPU responds to an enabled
interrupt.

14-15 Reserved Read as O.
16-31 Reserved Value undefined.

Table A.12: Bits in the Status Register of the DSP
IBIT INAME IFUNCTION

The CPU controls all prioritization of interrupts. The interrupts are automatically prioritized
according to the order of table A.13, with INTO having the highest priority. If the DMA is
not using interrupts for synchronization of transfers, it will not be affected by the processing
of the CPU interrupts. If the CPU is involved in a pipeline conflict, it will not respond to
the interrupts until that conflict is resolved. A delayed branch for instance is completed first.
This means a maximum delay of four cycles (instruction fetch, instruction decode, operand
fetch and execute) or 240 nsec. Then the address of the instruction that would have been
fetched subsequently is pushed on the stack, the interrupts are disabled and the vector address
belonging to the occurring interrupt is loaded in the PC and execution continues.

When it is desired that an interrupt can be broken off to allow processing of another interrupt,
then the interrupt should be enabled through the corresponding bit in the IE Register and
the global interrupts should be enabled in the Status Register.

The most important interrupt to be used with this application is the one that is generated
by an EOC of the I/O card on the DSPLINK. The DSPLINK uses INTI for interrupting
the DSP. Detection of this interrupt is done by checking the EOC bit in the Status Register
of the I/O card (see table A.7). It is therefore possible to interrupt the CPU and DMA
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Table A.I3: Reset and interrupt vector locations of the DSP

RESET OR VECTOR FUNCTION
INTERRUPT LOCATION

RESET Oh External reset signal input on
the RESET pin.

INTO Ih External interrupt input on
the INTO pin.

INTI 2h External interrupt input on
the INTI pin.

INT2 3h External interrupt input on
the INT2 pin.

INT3 4h External interrupt input on
the INT3 pin.

XINTO 5h Internal interrupt generated
when serial port 0 transmit
buffer is empty.

RINTO 6h Internal interrupt generated
when serial port 0 receive
buffer is full.

XINTI 7h Internal interrupt generated
when serial port 1 transmit
buffer is empty.

RINTI 8h Internal interrupt generated
when serial port 1 receive
buffer is full.

TINTO 9h Internal interrupt generated
by timer o.

TINTI OAh Internal interrupt generated
by timer 1.

DINT OBh Internal interrupt generated
by DMA controller.
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simultaneously with the same or different interrupts and synchronize their activities. Since
the DMA and CPU share the same set of interrupt flags, the DMA may clear an interrupt
flag before the CPU can respond to it.

A.3.4 Timers

The TMS320C30 timer modules are general-purpose 32 bit timer/event counters with two
signalling modes and internal or external clocking. The timer modules can be used to signal
to the processor or the external world at specified intervals or to count external events. With
an internal clock, the timer can be used to signal an external A/D converter to start a
conversion or it can interrupt the DMA controller to begin a data transfer. With an external
input, the timer can count external events and interrupt the CPU after a specified number
of events. Available to each timer is an I/O pin that can be used either as an input clock to
the timer, an output clock signal or a general-purpose I/O pin.

Three memory-mapped registers are used by each timer:

• Global Control Register

• Period Register

• Counter Register

The Global Control Register determines the operating mode ofthe timer, monitors the timer
status and controls the function of the I/O pin of the timer. The Period Register specifies
the timer's signalling frequency. The Counter Register contains the current value of the
incrementing counter. The counter is set to zero whenever its value equals that in the Period
Register. The memory map for the timer modules is shown in table A.14.

808020h 808030h Timer Global Control Register
808021h to 808023h 808031h to 808033h Reseved
808024h 808034h Timer Counter Register
808025h to 808027h 808035h to 808037h Reserved
808028h 808038h Timer Period Register
808029h to 80802Fh 808039h to 80803Fh Reserved

Table A.14: Memory-mapped timer locations of the DBP
IADDRESS TIMER 0 IADDRESS TIMER 1 IR=E::-::G=IO-:::S=T=E=Rc-------,
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Table A.15 shows the present status of the processor board. Banks 0 and 1 contain area A,
while bank 3 contains area B (see table A.2). In the tables A.17 through A.22 the present
status of the 16 bit Stereo Interface Boards is listed. The tables in this section need to be
updated every time changes are made to the system. Remark: the first SIB is the upmost
board in the system.

The resistor packs of the Stereo Interface Boards were changed on 16-08-1995. The old resistor
packs contained resistors of 8.2 KS1, while the new resistor packs contain resistors of 15 KS1,
resulting in a cut-off frequency Ie = 4 KHz (the formula for calculating Ie can be found
in [SIB 91]).
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Table A.15: Present status of the TMS320C30 PC Processor Board

LK1: Bank 3 memory SIze A
selection.
A = 64K, B = 16K

I DESCRIPTION

LK2: I/O base address
selection.
A= All, B = A10, C = A9,
D = A8, E = A7, F = A6,
G = A5, H = A4

IDEFAULT

A, B, D, F, G
(290h)

ISTATUS

A

A, B, D, F, G
(290h)

IDATE
12-05-1995

12-05-1995

LK3: Memory wait-state A
selection.
A inserted = bank 3 uses 1
wait-state
A absent = bank 3 uses 0
wait-states
B inserted = bank 1 uses 1
wait-state
B absent = bank 1 uses 0 wait
states
C inserted = bank 0 uses 1
wait-state
C absent = bank 0 uses 0 wait
states
LK 4: Used for factor testing.

All banks use 0
wait-states

12-05-1995

LK 5: Enable interrupts from
DSP to PC (only one link can
be inserted).
A = IRQ3, B = IRQ4,
C = IRQ5, D = IRQ6,
E = IRQ7, F = IRQ9
LK 6: Serial port 0 buffer di
rections (inserted = input, ab
sent = output).
A = CLKRO, B = PSRO,
C = PSXO, D = CLKXO

Na links inserted

All absent

C

A,B

12-05-1995

12-05-1995
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Table A.16: Continuation of table A.15
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I DESCRIPTION I DEFAULT I STATUS IDATE
LK 7: Serial port 1 buffer di- All absent A,B 12-05-1995
rections (inserted = input, ab-
sent = output).
A = CLKRl, B = PSRl,
C = PSXl, D = CLKXl
LK8: INTI selection. B A 12-05-1995
A = Prototyping area
B = DSPLINK INTI
LK9: XFl selection (only one C B 12-05-1995
link can be inserted).
A = DSPLINK flag-in
B = PC interface control
register
C - memory expansion-
connector
LKI0: INTO selection. A A 12-05-1995
A = memory expansion
B = DSPLINK INTO
User prototyping area Not used Not used 12-05-1995
Memory expansion Not used Not used 12-05-1995
Serial port 0 Not used Not used 12-05-1995
Serial port 1 Not used Not used 12-05-1995
DMA Not used Not used 12-05-1995
DSP mode ? Microprocessor 12-05-1995

mode
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Table A.17: Present status of the first 16 bit Stereo Interface Board

I DESCRIPTION IDEFAULT I STATUS IDATE

LKl, LK2: Control of the A B 12-05-1995
channel input filter by-pass.
LKI = channel A
LK2 = channel B
A = via filter, B = by-pass
filter
LK3: Links both channel A open circuit open circuit 12-05-1995
and B Sample and Hold in-
puts together.
LKI or LK2 should be re
moved to disable the unused
channel.
LK4: Determines the base ad- B A 12-05-1995
dress of the board.
A = base address 0 (addresses
0, 1, 2 and 3 are used)
B = base address 4 (addresses
4, 5, 6 and 7 are used)
C = base address 8 (addresses
8, 9, 10 and 11 are used)
D = base address 12 (ad
dresses 12, 13, 14 and 15 are
used)
LK5, LK6: Determine the fac- Band B Band B 16-08-1995
tor of the programmable gain
amplifiers.
A (LK5) and A (LK6):
gain = 8
B (LK5) and A (LK6):
gain = 4
A (LK5) and B (LK6):
gain = 2
B (LK5) and B (LK6):
gain = 1
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Table A.18: Continuation of table A.17
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IDESCRIPTION I DEFAULT
LK7, LK8: Select the trigger B
source for sampling.
LK7 = channel A
LK8 = channel B
A: trigger source = bit 0 in
Control Register
B: trigger source = timer
C: trigger source = through
pin 2 (channel A) or pin 3
(channel B) of the DB15 con
trol connector
LK9, LKI0: Power supply supply from PC
source.
Open circuit: supply from
DB15 control connector
Timing of the sampling Not configured
period.

ISTATUS IDATE
B, C 12-05-1995

closed circuit. 12-05-1995

Timer on the first 12-05-1995
SIB IS used to
trigger all the 1/0
boards.
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Table A.19: Present status of the second 16 bit Stereo Interface Board

IDESCRIPTION IDEFAULT ISTATUS IDATE

LKl, LK2: Control of the A B 12-05-1995
channel input filter by-pass.
LKI = channel A
LK2 = channel B
A = via filter, B = by-pass
filter
LK3: Links both channel A open circuit open circuit 12-05-1995
and B Sample and Hold in-
puts together.
LKI or LK2 should be re
moved to disable the unused
channel.
LK4: Determines the base ad- B B 12-05-1995
dress of the board.
A = base address 0 (addresses
0, 1, 2 and 3 are used)
B = base address 4 (addresses
4,5, 6 and 7 are used)
C = base address 8 (addresses
8, 9, 10 and 11 are used)
D = base address 12 (ad
dresses 12, 13, 14 and 15 are
used)
LK5, LK6: Determine the fac- Band B Band B 16-08-1995
tor of the programmable gain
amplifiers.
A (LK5) and A (LK6):
gain = 8
B (LK5) and A (LK6):
gain = 4
A (LK5) and B (LK6):
gain = 2
B (LK5) and B (LK6):
gain = 1
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Table A.20: Continuation of table A .19
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I DESCRIPTION I DEFAULT ~ STATUS IDATE ]
LK7, LK8: Select the trigger B
source for sampling.
LK7 = channel A
LK8 = channel B
A: trigger source = bit 0 in
Control Register
B: trigger source = timer
C: trigger source = through
pin 2 (channel A) or pin 3
(channel B) of the DB15 con
trol connector
LK9, LK10: Power supply supply from PC
source.
Open circuit: supply from
DB15 control connector

C

closed circuit

12-05-1995

12-05-1995
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Table A.21: Present status of the third 16 bit Stereo Interface Board

IDESCRIPTION IDEFAULT ISTATUS IDATE

LK1, LK2: Control of the A B 12-05-1995
channel input filter by-pass.
LK1 = channel A
LK2 = channel B
A = via filter, B = by-pass
filter
LK3: Links both channel A open circuit open circuit 12-05-1995
and B Sample and Hold in-
puts together.
LKI or LK2 should be re
moved to disable the unused
channel.
LK4: Determines the base ad- B C 12-05-1995
dress of the board.
A = base address 0 (addresses
0, 1, 2 and 3 are used)
B = base address 4 (addresses
4, 5, 6 and 7 are used)
C = base address 8 (addresses
8, 9, 10 and 11 are used)
D = base address 12 (ad
dresses 12, 13, 14 and 15 are
used)
LK5, LK6: Determine the fac- Band B Band B 16-08-1995
tor of the programmable gain
amplifiers.
A (LK5) and A (LK6):
gain = 8
B (LK5) and A (LK6):
gain = 4
A (LK5) and B (LK6):
gain = 2
B (LK5) and B (LK6):
gain = 1
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Table A.22: Continuation of table 21
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I DESCRIPTION I DEFAULT ISTATUS I DATE
LK7, LK8: Select the trigger B
source for sampling.
LK7 = channel A
LK8 = channel B
A: trigger source = bit 0 in
Control Register
B: trigger source = timer
C: trigger source = through
pin 2 (channel A) or pin 3
(channel B) of the DB15 con
trol connector
LK9, LK10: Power supply supply from PC
source.
Open circuit: supply from
DB15 control connector

C

closed circuit

12-05-1995

12-05-1995



Appendix B

Directory structure and files

I n this appendix some important directories and batch files of disk C are described. Fur
thermore, a "getting started" section is given to explain the user how to compile his source
code.

B.l Directory structure of disk C

Contents of directory C:\ORIGINAL:

• C:\ORIGINAL\APPLICAT: TMS320C30 Applications Support Software

• C:\ORIGINAL\CDEBUG: TI 320C30 "C" Source Debugger v1.10

• C:\ORIGINAL\DEBUG: TMS320C30 MON30 Debug Monitor v1.22/SDS

• C:\ORIGINAL\HLLIL: TMS320C30 HLL Interface Libraries v2.02

• C:\ORIGINAL\IOCARDEX: 16 Bit Stereo Card Example Programs vl.01

• C:\ORIGINAL\PLAINC: TMS320C30 Plain C Example Disk vl.OO

• C:\ORIGINAL\SPOX_LSI: SPOX LSI Distribution Disk v1.40

• C:\ORIGINAL\DSPSYS: backup of the user work directory

Remark: the SPOX LSI Distribution Disk v1.32 and the TI 320C30 "C" Source Debugger
vl.OO diskette have not been copied to this directory, because they have an older version
number.
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In directory C:\DSPSYS\DSP all files that must run on the DSP board are stored. These
files have the extension c30. Contents:

• dspmain.c30: main file

• dspmain.h: header file for dspmain.c30

• userctrl.c30: control commands of user

• defs.h: definitions of offset address, on-chip memory space, debug mode, channel status,
algorithm states, algorithm parameters and debug parameters

• dsp.asm: assembler routines

• make. bat: batch file which activates el30.exe for compiling and linking C code on the
DSP (see further)

• temp. log: the comments produced by el30 are stored in this file

When assembling and linking dsp.asm the output files are:

• dsp.o,'JO: non-executable object code

• dsp.lst: list and cross-reference

• dsp.out: executable object code produced by the TMS320C30 Assembler/ Linker

• dsp. map: map of memory use

• dsp.sym: symbols sorted by name

• dsp.adr: symbols sorted by address

• dsp.cmd: memory allocation information

In directory C:\DSPSYS\PC all files that must run on the PC are stored. These files have
the extension c. Contents:

• pcmain. c: main file

• pcmain.h: header file for pcmain.c

• 30librar.c: library of functions to make the interface to the DP RAM easier

• TMS30.h: header file for 30librar.c

• grgui.c: user interface in graphic mode

• grgui.h: header file for grgui.c

• txtgui.c: user interface in text mode
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• convert.c: converts binary values into ascii values

• interact.h: header file for txtgui.c

• keys.h: header file for txtgui.c

• pch.h: include files for pcmain.c

• data.frm: format for logging data to hard disk

• egavga. bgi: screen driver

B - Directory structure and files

• pc.prj: consists of five files: egavga.obj, 30librar.c, pcmain.c, grgui.c and txtgui.c.

• read. bat: batch file which reads file data.log

• data. log: ascii file which is produced by convert.exe

• data. bin: binary file which is produced if data is logged to the hard disk

Contents of directory C:\DSPSYS\DEMO:

• C:\DSPSYS\DEMO\DEMOl: simple algorithm without debugging and without log
ging to the hard disk

• C:\DSPSYS\DEMO\DEM02: same algorithm with debugging

• C:\DSPSYS\DEMO\DEM03: usage of digital input channels

• C:\DSPSYS\DEMO\DEM04: PID controller without debugging and without logging
to the hard disk

• C:\DSPSYS\DEMO\DEM05: PID controller with logging to the hard disk, but with
out debugging

• C:\DSPSYS\DEMO\DEM06: PID controller with debugging (defining debug inputs
in file defs.h)

• C:\DSPSYS\DEMO\DEM07: PID controller with debugging (reading debug inputs
from the hard disk)

Directory C:\DSPSYS\ADC contains files that must be used when logging data to the hard
disk in order to get an exact representation of an input signal. The data is used in debug
mode.

Figure B.l gives an overview of how include files on the DSP and the PC are organized. For
example, file dspmain.c30 has one include file dspmain.h. Filedspmain.h has an include file
defs.h. File userctrl.c30 hasthe same include file as file dspmain.c30.
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dspmain.c30

"dspmain.h"

"defs.h"

pcmain.c

"pch.h"

"grgui.h"

"keys.h" ...
==-

"interact.h" -
"pcmain.h"

~ "tms30.h" 1
I

Figure B.I: Organization of include files.

userctrl.c30

grgui.c

txtgui.c

30librar.c
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B.2 Some important batch files

• setdsp.bat: When starting (i.e. compiling and running of files concerning the DSP) this
batch file must be activated. The file is in the root of the C disk and by activating it
the directory C:\BAT will be appended to the path. Then a call to C:\BAT\setspox.bat
is made.

• setspox.bat: This batch file appends three directories to the path: C:\ORIGINAL\DEBUG,
C:\ORIGINAL\SPOX\BIN and C:\DSP\C30TOOLS. The latter directory contains
cl30.exe (the TMS320C30 Assembler/Linker) which compiles and links ANSI C source
code on the DSP. Furthermore, some environment settings are done for the DSP and
the SPOX software. The explanation of these settings is given as remark statements in
the batch file itself.

• bc3.bat: This batch file appends directory C:\BORLANDC\BIN to the path and acti
vates Borland C++ version 3.1.

• dsp.bat: switch to directory C:\DSPSYS\DSP.

• pc. bat: switch to directory C:\DSPSYS\PC.

• make. bat: compile and link source code on the DSP. The explanation of the contents of
this batch file is given as remark statements in the batch file itself.

B.3 Getting started

• Turn on power supply of the I/O cards.

• Turn on power supply of the PC.

• Activate setdsp.bat by typing setdsp. Now bc3.bat (a.o.) can be activated.

• Activate bc3. bat by typing bc3 (still in the root).

• Open project pc.prj.

• If source code for the PC must be compiled, simply use the Borland C++ function keys.

• If source code for the DSP must be compiled, switch to DOS shell (use Borland C++
function keys), use dsp.bat to switch to directory C:\DSPSYS\DSP and type make to
activate make. bat. When finished, type pc to return to directory C:\DSPSYS\PC and
return to the Borland C++ shell by typing exit.
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display update module, 17
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Sample frequency store, 48
sample...freq0, 63
scheduler, 20
scheduling, 17, 19
Selection store, 48
semaphore, 21
serially re-usable code, 22
setbuf 0, 62
setfltpar, 62
setfltpar_adr, 61, 62
setfltpar_ptr, 61
setfltpararray,62

setfltparindex,62
setparblock-ptr,61, 76
Settable parameters store, 48
Settings store, 47, 48
setverifyO, 62
sholLalgorithm_variables 0, 61
signaL!,78
signaL4,78
simultaneousness, 13, 14
soft real-time system, 14
sporadic process, 19
startJnt 0, 63
starttimer(),62,63
state, 41-43
state graph, 21
state-processing, 12
state-transition diagram, 41, 48
state-transition table, 43,48, 51, 54
statesblock_adr, 60, 61
statesblock_ptr, 60, 74
stop summation, 73
stop_int 0, 63
stoptimer() , 62, 63
store, 40, 41
synchronization, 12, 19,20

T
test. bin, 69
time-continuous behavior, 40
time-discrete behavior, 40
timeliness, 13, 14
Timer transformation, 48, 62, 63
transformation, 40, 41, 44
transition, 41,42

u
userctrl.c30, 62,63, 77, 80

v
Von Neumann architecture, 32, 37

w
WrBlkFlt(),62, 65,86
WrBlklnt(),65,86
vrite...fifoO, 62
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